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` 

 ތޢަާރފަް

އމްަތުގެ ސާހިބާ ކއަުއިތުރު މުޙއަމްަދު ނަބއިްޔާއަށް އަށް ޙމަދްއާި ސަނާ ދަންނވަމަެވެ. މއިުސބުްޙާނަހޫ ވަތޢަާލާالله ޢލާމަްތކަުގެ ވެރި މތާް

 ޝމާިލް ކުރމަވެެ.  އިތުރު ޢލާުންނއާި މިތުރު ޞޙަާބީންޞލަަވތާއާި ސަލމާް ލއެްވުން އދެި ދުޢާ ކުރމަވެެ. މިދުޢގާއަި އެކލަގޭެފާނގުެ 

ވަނަ އހަަރވުެސް  2020 އިދާރާތކަުން ނމްެހާނގމަުންދާ  އެމޯލްޑވިސްް މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަް ސަރވސިއްއާި މިސަރވސިގްެ ދަށުން ހި

ކުރމުަށް ރވޭުނވެެ. އެހެން ނމަވަެސް  މިސަރވސިްގެ މެންޑޭޓގްއަި ހިމެނިފއަިވާ ކަންތއަްތއަް ފުރހިމަަ ކުރމުަށް ގިނގަުނަ މސައަްކތަްތކައެް

ޖެހމުގުެ އިތުރނުް ޤއަމުަށް ދމިވާި ލކޮްޑއަުންގއަި ތިބެން  ރއާޖްެ ގެ ބލަމިަޑުކމަގުެ ސަބަބުން އަހރަުގެ ގިނދަުވަސްތއަް 19-ކޮވިޑް

  ވެ.ނެކަށް ހއުްޓމުއެް ގެނންަން ޖެހުއިޤތްިޞދާީ ހީނރަުކމަގުެ ސބަަބުން ކުރިއަށް ރޭވފިއަިހުރި ގިނަ މސައަްކަތތްަކަ

 ނމަވަސެް ޙާލަތު ތަނދްިން މިންވަރުން އހަަރު ތރެޭގއަި ކުރވެުނު މސައަކްަތްތއަް މިރޕިޯޓގުައި ހމިަނފާއަި ވާނއެވެެ. 
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  އޮފީސް

 ވްސް މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަް ސަރވިސް އަކީ މނިސިްޓްރީ އފޮް އެނވްަޔަރނަމްަންޓް ގެ ދަށުން ހިނގްާ އޮފީހކެެވެ.މޯލްޑި

 މޯލޑްވިްސް މޓީިއޮރޮލޮޖިކަލް ސަރވިސްގެ މަސައްކަތްތައް

 ީޮޓުން.ކަނތްއަްތައް ރވާައި ހިނގްާ ތރައަޤްީކޮށް ބެލެހއެް އއާި ބެހޭ ދިވހެިރއާޖްޭގއަި މީޓއިޮރލޮޖ 

 ިަރއާޖްޭގެ އިޤތްިޞދާީ އދަި އޖިްތިމާޢީ ދމެެހއެޓްެނިވި ކުރއިެރމުަށް ބޭނުނވްާ މސޫމުއާި ބިނހްެލމުއާި ބެހޭ މަޢުލމޫތާު ބލަަހއަްޓއ، 

 މމިަޢުލޫމާތު ބޭނުނވްާ ފރަާތްތކަަށް ލިބޭނެ އިންތިޒމާް ހމަޖައެސްުން. ،ކމައާިބެހޭ "ނލޮޖެްބސޭް" އއެް ޤއާމިކުޮށް

 ިާބެހޭ ސއަިންޓިފކިް މަޢލުޫމާތު އއެްކށޮް، ބަލަހއަްޓއަި ބނޭުނވްާ ފަރާތްތކަަށް މިމަޢލުޫމާތު ފޯރކުޮށދްިނުން. މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮއީއ 

  ެތްތއަް ހދޯއަި، ގޮމސޫމުަށް އަންނަ ބަދލަުތކަާ ގޅުގިެން ރއާޖްއެަށް ދމިވާެދނާެ ސުނމާީ ފދަަ ޤުދރުަތީ ހދާސިއާއާިގޅުޭ އިންޒާރުލިބޭނ

 އެފދަަ އިންޒާރު ދިނނުް.

 ުދރުަތގީޮތުންނއާި އެނޫނވްސެް ގތޮަކުން ދމިާވާ ނވުަތަ ދމިާވދެާނެ ފަދަ ހދާސިާޔަކގުެ ގއެްލުންތއަް ލަފކާުރމުއާި، އެފދަަ ހދާިސާތކަުގޤ ެ

ބޭނނުްވާ ވަގުތަށް އެ މަޢލުމޫާތު ފޯރުކށޮްދނިމުއާި އަދި ކމަާބެހޭ ފރަާތްތކަާ ގޅުިގެން  މަޢލުމޫާތު ހދޯމުއާި، ކމަާބެހޭ ފަރތާްތކަަށް

 ކާތެރވިމުުގެ ފިޔވަަޅުތއަް އޅެުން.ރއަް

 .ްުދިވހެިރއާޖްެއަށް އަންނަ ބިނހްެލމުއާި، ސުނމާީ ފދަަ ޤދުުރަތީ ހާދސިތާަކާއިގުޅޭ މޢަުލޫމާތު ރިކޯޑކްޮށް ބލެެހއެްޓނ 

   ެކަންތއަްތއަް ރާވއަި ހިނގްައި ތރައަްޤކީޮށް ބލެެހއެްޓުން މެރިން މޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮއީއާިބެހޭދވިެހރިއާޖްޭގ. 

 

 ސް މީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮިކަލް ސަރވިސގްެ ދށަުން ހިނގާ އޮފސީްތއަްމޯލްޑިވް

 ހޅުލުެ، ނޭޝަނލަް މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަް ސެނޓްަރ 

  ޫާއޮފސީް މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަްހދ. ހަނމިދ 

  ޫއފޮސީް މޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލްލ. ކއަްދ 

  ޫއޮފސީް މޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލްގދ. ކާޑއެްދ 

 ްީސ. ގނަް މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަް އޮފސ 

 ެިޓް އބޮްޒވަޭޓްރީހދ. ހަނމިދާޫ ކްލއަމ 
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 މުވއަޒްަފނުގްެ ރަޖިސްޓްރީ

  ީއވެެ. 104ރޖަސިްޓރްީގއަވިާ މވުއަްޒަފުންގެ ޢދަދަަކ 

  ީައވެެ. 111ރޖަސިްޓރްީގއަވިާ މަޤމާްތކަގުެ ޢދަދަކ 

 

 

 

 މުވއަޒްަފނުގްެ ރަޖިސްޓރްީއަށް އއަިސފްއަިވާ ބަދލަުތއަް

 އަލށަް ވަޒފީާ ދެވނުު މުވއަްޒަފނުް 2

ން ވަކވިި މވުއަްޒަފުންވަޒީފއާި 2  

)މަޤމާގްެ ކރުއިެރުން( މަޤމާް ބދަަލު ކރުެވުނު މވުއަްޒަފުން -  

 އެހެން އދިާރއާކަަށް ވަޒީފާ ބދަަލު ކުރވެުނު މވުއަްޒަފުން -

 ވަޒީފއާިން މުސްކުޅި ކުރވެުނު މވުއަްޒަފނުް 1

        
 ޫއއަިއެފްވލިާ އަލފްާޟިލް މުޙއަމްދަު ފކިުރީ ވަޒީފއާިން  މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަް ޓކެްނީޝަން ގެ މަޤމާގުއަި ހުންނވެި ލ.ފޮނަދ /

 CSC (2( )02/00236/2020ވަކކިޮށދްއެްވމުަށް އދެިވަޑއަގިެންނވެމުާ ގޅުިގެން އވެަޒީފއާިން ވަކކިުރއަވްއަި ފޮނއުވްި ނަންބަރު 

 ( ޗޓިް ލިބނުެވެ. 2020ފެބރުުވރަީ 

 

 ެވި ހދ. ހަނމިދާޫ / ފަހި އަލފްާޟިލް ޔސޫފުް ޤސާމިް ވަޒފީއާިން މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަް ޓެކންީޝަން ގެ މަޤމާގުއަި ހުންނ

 CSC(2) (15/00720/2020ވަކކިޮށދްއެްވމުަށް އެދވިަޑއަގިެންނވެމުާ ގޅުގިެން އެވަޒފީއާިން ވކަިކުރއަވްއަި ފޮނއުްވި ނަންބރަު 

 ( ޗިޓް ލިބުނވެެ. 2020ސޕެްޓެންބރަު 

 

 ްޗއަިނގާެ ނަނޖްިންގ ޔނުިވަރސޓިީ އޮފް އިނފްމޮޭޝަން ސއަިނސްް އެންޑް ޓެކންޮލޖޮީ  މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮސިްޓް އަލފްާޟލިް އަޙމްަދު ޝާބިނ

ށް ''މސާްޓަރސް އިން މީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮީ'' ކސޯް ފުރހިމަަކުރއެވްމުަށްޓކަާ  2020ޖލުއަި  30ން  2018ސޕެްޓމެްބަރ  17ގއަި 

 ށް ނކުުންނަން ފަށޓްަވފާއަިވއެވެެ.ގއަި އޮފީހަ 2020ޖުލއަި  23 ހު މާލެ ވަޑއަިގނެްޕޭލވީް ގައި ހުންނވެމުަށފްަ

 

ދޫ ހަނިމާ. ހދ

ްއފޮީސ. މެޓް

ދޫ ހަނިމާ. ހދ

ކްލައިމެޓް

ރްީއޮބްޒރަވޭޓ

.ެޓްހުޅުލޭ މ. ކ

އފޮީސް

ކައްދޫ . ލ

ްއފޮީސ. މެޓް

ޫ ކާޑެއްދ. ގދ

ްއފޮީސ. މެޓް

.  ޓްގަން މެ. ސ

އފޮީސް

8 8

53

9 8

18

މުވައްޒފަުންއެސް އާއި ދށަުން ހނިގާ އިދާރާތަކާއި.އެމް.އެމް
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  ެއސެސިްޓެނޓްް މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކަލް ޓކެްނޝީަން ގެ މަޤމާުގއަި ހުންނވެި ސ.ފދޭޫ / ނޫކރުި އަލފްާޟިލް މުޙއަމްދަު ޝަހދުު ޗއަިނާގ

ސއަިންސް އހަަރު ދވުަހުގެ ބެޗްލަރސް އނިް އެޓމްޯސްފރެިކް  4ނަނޖްިންގ ޔުނވަރސިޓީ އޮފް އިންފމޮޭޝނަް ޓކެްނލޮޖޮީ ގއަި 

ކސޯް ފރުިހމަަކރުއަްވއަި މލާެ ވަޑއަިގނެްނެވއިރިު ސެޓފްިކޓެް ލިބިފއަިނވުާތީ ކރުިން ހނުްނވެި އސެސިްޓެނޓްް މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކަލް 

 CSC (1) (11/01027/2020ގއަި ހމަޖައަސްަވއަި ފނޮއުްވި ނަންބރަު  2020އޮކްޓޯބަރ  11ޓކެްނޝީަން ގެ މޤަމާަށް 

 ނވެެ.ޗިޓް ލިބު (2020އޮކޓްޯބަރު 
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 ތައްޔާރުކުރވެުނު ރިޕޯޓްތައް

 

 

 2020  ަމސޫުމބާެހޭ ސަމާލު/އިންޒާރުގެ މެސެޖް ނެރެފައިވެއެވެ. މީގެ ތެރޭގައި އެސް.އޯ.ޕީ  538ވަނަ އަހަރު މުޅި ޖުމްލ

އަދި މި   މެސެޖް 4 (4)އެލާރޓް ލެވެލް  ގެއިންޒާރު "އޮރނެްޖް" އަލަށް ނެރުނުއަށް ގނެެވުނު ބަދަލާގުޅގިެން މުޅިން 

މެސެޖް ވެސް  2އިދާރާގެ އެސް.އޯ.ޕީ ތައްޔާރުކުރެވނުުފހަުން ފުރތަަމަފަހަރަށް ނެރވެުނު ތޫފނާުގެ ހުދު ސަމާލުގެ 

 ހިމެނެއެވެ. 

 މެޓަރ/ސޕްސެީ ސިނޕަްޓކިް ރޕިޯރޓް ސްޓޝޭަން
އޕަަރއެއަރ 

 އބޮްޒަރވޭޝަން

 - 8976 2928 ހޅުލުެ ސެނޓްަރމޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލް ނޝޭަނަލް 

 211 9011 2928 މޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލް އފޮސީް ސ.ގަން

 - 8978 2928 ގދ. ކާޑއެްދޫ މޓެް. އޮފސީް

 - 8963 2928 ލ.ކއަްދޫ މޓެް. އޮފސީް

 - 8977 2928 ހދ.ހަނމިދާޫ މެޓް. އޮފސީް

 

 ހެދިފައި އޮބްޒަރވޝޭަން އެއަރ އަޕަރ ގަމުގައި. ސ ހަމައަށް އާ 2020 ޖުލައި 20 އިން 2020 ފެބްރުއަރީ 18

 .ސބަަބުނންެވެ ދިއުމުގެ މެދކުެނޑގިެން ނުލިބި ރޭޑިއޯސޮންޑް އާއި ބލެޫން ވެދަރ ބޭނނުްވާ މިކަމަށް އެއީ. ނުވެއެވެ

437

97

4

ގެ  މެސެޖްތައްއިންޒާރު/ވަނަ އަހަރު ފނޮުވައިފައިވާ ސަމާލ2020ު

ުހުދު ސަމާލ

ލުރީނދޫ ސަމާ

ުިންޒރާއރޮެންޖް އ

 ޖެނެރލަް ފޯރކސާޓްް 1464

 ޓަރމިނަލް އއެަރޯޑރްމޮް ފޯރކސާްޓް 1464

 ސއީޭރއިާ ފޯރކސާޓްް 732

 އެންރޓޫް  366

 ފލްއަިޓް ފޯލްޑރަ 583

 ވެދަރ ވޯރނިންގ )ސިގމްޓެް( 273

ދވުަހގުެ( 5ވޯލްޑް ވދެަރ ފޯރކސާްޓް )ކރުއިަށް އޮތް  366  

ދަރ ޕްރެޒެނޓްޭޝަން )ޓީ.ވީ.އމެް(ވެ 366  

 ވާރޭ ރޕިޯރޓް، މސޫމުއާިބެހޭ ޚަބަރު އދަި އެހެނިހނެް ރޕިޯރޓް 59
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 ވަނަ އަހަރގުެ ރެކޯޑްތައް 2020 

 ހދ. ހަނިމާދޫ

 2020އޕޭްރލީް  C 16 °34.9 ފނިިހޫނމުިން އެނމްެ މއަްޗަށް ދިޔއަީ

 2020ޖލުއަި  C 16 °22.0 ފނިިހޫނމުިން އެނމްެ ދަށށަް ދޔިއަީ

މޭލަށް 49ހޅުަނގުން  އެނމްެ ވއަި ގދަވަީ  2020ސޕެްޓމެްބަރ  5 

 2020މއެި  29 މިލމިޓީަރ   158.6 ގޑައިރު ތެރޭ އެނމްެ ގިނއަިން ވާރޭ ވެހނުީ 24

 

 ކ. ހުޅުލެ

 2020ޖޫން  C 3 ° 34.9 ފނިިހޫނމުިން އެނމްެ މއަްޗަށް ދިޔއަީ

 2020ސޕެްޓމެްބަރ  C 22 °22.4 ފނިިހޫނމުިން އެނމްެ ދަށށަް ދޔިއަީ

މޭލަށް 60ހޅުަނގުން  އެނމްެ ވއަި ގދަވަީ  2020ސޕެްޓމެްބަރ  6 

 2020މއެި  18 މލިމިީޓަރ 67.6 ގޑައިރު ތެރޭ އެނމްެ ގިނއަިން ވާރޭ ވެހނުީ 24

 

 ލ. ކައްދޫ

 2020އޕޭްރލީް  C 12 °33.6 ފނިިހޫނމުިން އެނމްެ މއަްޗަށް ދިޔއަީ

 2020އޮކޓްޯބަރ  C 3 °22.2 ފނިިހޫނމުިން އެނމްެ ދަށށަް ދޔިއަީ

މޭލަށް  56ހޅުަނގުން  އެނމްެ ވއަި ގދަވަީ  2020މއެި  18 

 2020އޮކޓްޯބަރ  3 މލިމިީޓަރ 81.9 ގޑައިރު ތެރޭ އެނމްެ ގިނއަިން ވާރޭ ވެހނުީ 24

 

 ގދ. ކޑާެއްދޫ

 C °33.0 ށް ދިޔއަީފނިިހޫނމުިން އެނމްެ މއަްޗަ

 2020މާރޗް  18

 2020އޕޭްރލީް  14

 2020އގޯސަްޓް  21

 2020އޯގސަޓްް  C 5 °22.1 ފނިިހޫނމުިން އެނމްެ ދަށށަް ދޔިއަީ

މޭލަށް 54ހޅުަނގުން  އެނމްެ ވއަި ގދަވަީ  2020މއެި  18 

 2020މއެި  14 މިލމިޓީަރ   118.6 ގޑައިރު ތެރޭ އެނމްެ ގިނއަިން ވާރޭ ވެހނުީ 24

 

 ސ. ގަން

 2020އޕޭްރީލް  C 7 °33.6 ފނިިހޫނމުިން އެނމްެ މއަްޗަށް ދިޔއަީ

 2020ޖުލއަި  C 5 °21.6 ފނިިހޫނމުިން އެނމްެ ދަށށަް ދޔިއަީ

 2020މއެި  17  އެނމްެ ވއަި ގދަވަީ

 2020މއެި  17 މލިމިީޓަރ  97.9 ގޑައިރު ތެރޭ އެނމްެ ގިނއަިން ވާރޭ ވެހނުީ 24
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 ބިނހްެލުން

 އަށވްރުެ ބާރުމނިުގައި ދނުޔިެއަށް އއަި ބނިހްެލުންތއަް 6.0އަށް ރެކްޓަރ މނިގްަނޑނުް  2016-2020

 އއާި ދމެދެު ދުނިޔެއަށް އއަި ބިނހްެލނުް 6.9އއާި  6.0ވަނއަަހރަު ރކެްޓަރ މިންގަނޑުން  2020 112

އަށް އއަި ބިންހލެުންނވުަތަ އއެަށވްުރެ ބރާމުިނގުއަި ދނުިޔެ 7.0ރކެްޓަރ މނިްގަނޑުން  ވަނއަަހރަު 2020 9  

ނރެެވނުު އެލާރޓް ބިންހލެމުއާި ގޅުގިެން ވަނއަަހރަު 2020 0  

 

 
 (USGS & SiescomP3-MMS)މަޢުލޫމާތު ނގަާފއަވިަނީ: 

 

އަށވްުރެ ބާރުމނިގުއަި އިންޑއިާ ކަނޑަށް އއަި  6.0އަށް ރެކްޓަރ މނިްގަނޑނުް  2016-2020

 ބިންހެލނުތްއަް

އއާި ދމެދެު މިޞަރަޙއަދްަށް އއަި ބިނހްެލުން 5.9އއާި  0.5ރކެްޓަރ މިނގްަނޑުން  74  

އއާި ދމެދެު މިޞަރަޙއަދްަށް އއަި ބިނހްެލުން 6.9އއާި  6.0ރކެްޓަރ މިނގްަނޑުން  6  

އަށވްުރެ ބރާމުިނުގއަި މިޞރަަޙއަްދަށް އއަި ބިނހްެލުން 7.0ރކެްޓަރ މިނގްަނޑުން  0  

 އެލާރޓް 0

 

128

104
116

133

112

17
7

17
10 9

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

ް އއަި އަށްވުރެ މަތިން ދުނިޔއެަށ6.0އަހަރު ރެކްޓަރ މިންގަނޑުން 5ވޭތުވެދިޔަ 

ބިންހެލުން

6.0-6.9 >7
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 (USGS & SiescomP3-MMS)މަޢުލޫމާތު ނގަާފއަވިަނީ: 

 އިންޑއިާ ކަނޑަށް އއަި ބނިހްެލުންތއަް ބހެިފއަވިާގތޮް:ވނައަހަަރު  2020

 
 (USGS & SiescomP3-MMS)މަޢުލޫމާތު ނގަާފއަވިަނީ: 

 

 

4
3

6

4

6

1
0 0 0 0

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

ޑަށް އއަި އަށްވުރެ މަތިން އިންޑއިާ ކަނ6.0އަހަރު ރެކްޓަރ މިންގަނޑުން 5ވޭތުވެދިޔަ 

ބިންހެލުން

6-6.9 >7
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 މުވައްޒަފނުް ތމަްރީން ކުރުން

  ިތެރގޭއަި އެނބުރި އއަސިް އޮފީހަށް މވުއަްޒަފުން މއިަހަރު  2ޗއަިނގާއަި މީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮީގެ ދއާިރއާިން މަތީތޢަުލމީު ޙާޞިލކްުރ

 ނކުުންނަން ފަށފާއަި ވއެވެެ. 

  ުަޙާޞިލް ކރުމަުން އެބދައެެވެ.  މަތީ ތަޢލުމީު މީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮގީެ ދއާިރއާިންހއަިޑރްޯރޝަިޔގާެ ޔުނވިަރސިޓއީކަުން އއެް މުވއަްޒަފކ 

 ްޑޕިާޓމްަންޓނުް އޮންލއަިންކށޮް ހިނގްާ  އިންޑއިާ މީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލBIP-MT ޯމުވއަްޒަފކަު  5 އެކި ވދެަރސްޓޝޭަންތކަުން ހގުއަިކ

 ވަނަ އހަަރގުެ ޑސިމެްބަރ މަސް ތެރގޭއަި ވނަީ ފށެިފއަެވެ.  2020ކޔިވެުން މކިޯހގުެ ބއަިވރެި ކުރވެިފއަެވެ. 

  ެުއށަް  27އނިް  25ފެބރްއުަރީ މަހގISO 9001:2015 ްެއޮފީހގުައި  އއާި ގޅުގޭޮތުން މވުއަްޒަފުން ތމަްރނީް ކުރމުގުެ ޕްރގޮްރމާއ

 މވުއަްޒަފކަު ބއަިވރެިވއިވެެ. 09. މިތމަްރީނގުއަި ހނިްގުނވެެ

 ުަނގްުނު ރިފްރެޝަރ ޓރްއެިނިނގް ހިންނަށް މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަް އބޮްޒާވރަުންގެ ގޮތގުއަި މސައަްކަތކްުރާ ހުރހިާ މުވއަްޒފ

އބޮްޒާވރަުން މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަް އްކތަްކރުާ މިސަރވސިްގެ ދަށުން ހނިްގާ ހުރހިާ ވެދަރސްޓޭޝަން ތކަުގއަި މސަަ ސެޝަނތްަކގުއަި

 ދވުަހގުެ މއުްދތަަށވެެ. 3ކޮނމްެ ވދެަރސްޓޝޭަނއެްގއަވިެސް އޮނލްއަިންކޮށް މިތަމްރީން ހިންގފާއަވިަނީ  ބއަިވރެިވއިވެެ.

 ީއޮނލްއަިންކށޮެވެ.  އަހަރު ތެރގޭއަި މުވއަްޒަފނުް ބއަިވެރވިި ގިނަ ތމަްރީން ތކައާި ބއަްދލަވުުން ތކަގުއަި ބއަިވެރވިެފއަވިަނ 
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 ރާއްޖގޭައި މވުއަޒްަފނުް ތމަްރނީު ކުރުން 

 2020މާރޗް  5 ޙއަްވާ ސޖާިދާ ފއަިނނޭްޝަލް އޯޑޓިިނގް
އޯޑިޓް 

 އޮފސީް، މާލެ

އެޑްވނާސްިންގ ޓގުެދަރ ވިތް އަ 

 ޕްރއޯެކޓްިވް މއަިންޑސްޓެް އެޓް ވޯރކޕްްލސޭް
 CSTI 2020ޖލުއަި  08 ޢަބދްލުް މޙުްސިން ރމާިޒް

 މާލިއްޔަތު ޤވަާޢދިު
 ޢަބދްލުް މޙުްސިން ރމާިޒް

 ޙއަްވާ ސޖާިދާ
 CSTI 2020ޖޫން  27

 މާލިއްޔަތު ޤވަާޢދިު
 އަހމުަދު ނިޔާޒް

 މާޔާ މސޫާ

 2020އކޮްޓޯބަރ  17

އކޮްޓޯބަރ  18އިން 

 އަށް 2020

CSTI 

 ޓރްއެިނިންގ ނީޑް އެނލަސިިސް 

 ޢަބދްލުް މޙުްސިން ރމާިޒް

 ޙއަްވާ ސޖާިދާ

 ޝދީުއަޙމުަދު ރަ

 މަދހީާ އަނވްަރު

 CSTI 2020ނވޮމެްބަރ  5

 ސވިިލް ސަރވިސް ޤވަާޢދިު

 ވާހދިުالله ޢަބދްު

 ޢލަީ ޝރަީފު

 އަޙމުަދު ރަޝދީު

 ޢަބދްލުް މޙުްސިން ރމާިޒް

 ޢއަިޝތަު ޢމުރަު

 އިބްރާހމިް ޙމުއެިދު

 އަހމުަދު މސުލްމިް

 މުޙއަމްަދު ޝފާިޢު

 މުޢާޒްالله ޢަބދްު

 CSTI 

PA ްސެޝަނ 

 ވާޙދިުالله ޢަބދްު

 ލީ ޝރަީފުޢަ

 ޢަބދްލުް މޙުްސިން ރމާިޒް

 އަޙމުަދު މސުލްމިް

 މަދހީާ އަނވްަރު

 ޢއަިޝތަު ޢމުރަު

 އިބްރާހމިް ޙމުއެިދު

 އަޙމުަދު ނިޔާޒް

 އަޙމުަދު ސމަީރު

 

 CSTI 2020ޑސިމެްބަރ  7

 ތމަްރީނު ކުރނުްރާއްޖއެނިް ބޭރނުް މވުއަޒްަފނުް 

ރޖީަނލަް ޓރްއެިނިންގ ވޯރކޝްޕޮް ފޯރ 

ޓްރަލް އނިްޑއިަން އޯޝނަް ނދޮަރން/ސެން

 ކަންޓރްސިް

 އަޙމުަދު ރަޝދީު
 އިން 2020ޖެނުއަރީ  08

 އަށް 2020ޖެނުއަރީ  10
 އިންޑއިާ

އާރލީ ވޯރނިންގ ބްރޯޑކްސާްޓނިް ސސިްޓމަް  

 އޮޕަރޭޝަން ޓްރއެިނިނގް

 އަޙމުަދު ރަޝދީު

 އިބްރާހމިް ޙމުއެިދު

އނިް  2020ފެބްރުއަރީ  11

 އށަް 2020ފެބްރުއަރީ  22
 ންޖޕަާ
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ސޓެެލއަިޓް އޕެލްިކޭޝނަް  EUMETSATވަނަ  15 

 ކސޯް
 ޚދަޖީާ ނުސްރާ

އނިް  2020ފެބްރުއަރީ  16

 އށަް 2020ފެބްރުއަރީ  20
 އމޮާން

ބސޭިކް ޕރްިނސްޕިަލްސް އޮފް ސެޓެލއަޓިް ރމިޯޓް 

 ޙސުއެިން ވަޙީދު ސެނސްިނގް
 އިން  2020ޖޫން  22

 އަށް 2020ޖލުއަި  03
 ޗއަިނާ

CAP  ްޓޝޭަން ވޯރކްޝޕޮްއމިޕްްލމިެނ 

 އަޙމުަދު ރަޝދީު

 އިބްރާހމިް ޙމުއެިދު

 އަޙމުަދު ނަޒިރު

 ޢލަީ ވަޞފީު

 ނސަޫޚް އސިްމާޢލިް

 އިން  2020ސޕެްޓމެްބަރ  28

 އަށް 2020ސޕެްޓމެްބަރ  30
 

RSMC ްޚދަޖީާ ނުސްރާ އެޓޭޗމްެނޓްް ޓރްއެިނިނގ 

 މުޙއަމްަދު އސަްލމަް

 އިން  2020އކޮްޓޯބަރ  07

 އަށް 2020އކޮްޓޯބަރ  17
 އިންޑއިާ

 މުޙއަމްަދު އސަްލމަް ޝޓޯް ކޯސް އޮން މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަް ސެޓލެއަިތސްް

 އަޙމުަދު ޝާބިން

އިން  2020ނޮވމެްބަރ  23

 އަށް 2020ޑސިމެްބަރ  5
 އިންޑއިާ

ޑވިެލޕޮމްަންޓް އފޮް ޕްރޮޑކަްޓްސް ފްރމޮް 

 ނއިމުެރކިަލް ވދެަރ ޕްރެޑކިްޝަން މޮޑލެްސް އެންޑް

އެނސްމެްބްލިންގ ޕްރެޑކިްޝަން ސސިްޓމަްސް ފޯރ 

 އމިޕްެކޓްް ވެދަރ ފޯރކސާޓްިންގ ވޯރކޝްޕޮް-ހއަި

 މުޙއަމްަދު އސަްލމަް

 އަޙމުަދު ޝާބިން

 އިން  2020ޑސިމެްބަރ  08

 އަށް 2020ޑސިމެްބަރ  11
 ހނޮްގ ކޮނގްް

 

 ރާއްޖެއިން ބޭރުން މުވައޒްަފުން ބައިވެރިވި ބައްދލަުވުންތައްރާއްޖެއާއި 

 RIMES  ެޢލަީ ޝރަީފު ވަނަ ކއަުނސްިލް ބއަްދލަވުުން 11ގ 
 އިން  2020ޖެނުއަރީ  20

 އަށް 2020ޖެނުއަރީ  22
 ތއަލިެންޑް

 SASCOF  ެޢަޒމީާ އަޙމުަދު ވަނަ ފޯރމަް 16ގ 

 ޙސުއެިން ވަޙީދު

 އިން  2020އޕޭްރލީް  22

 އަށް 2020އޕޭްރލީް  23
 ތއަލިެންޑް

 RIMES ޭޝއިާގެ މމެްބަރު ކއަުނސްިލގްެ ދެކުނު އ

 ތއަލިެންޑް 2020ޖޫން  08 ޢލަީ ޝރަީފު ޤއަމުުތަކގުެ ބއަްދލަުވނުް

 ICAO  ެްޢލަީ ޝރަީފު ވނަަ ބއަްދލަުވނުް 24މޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮީ ސަބގްްރޕޫގ 

 އަޙމުަދު ރަޝދީު

އިން    2020ނޮވމެްބަރ  16

 އަށް 2020ނޮވމެްބަރ  20
 ތއަލިެންޑް

 WMO/ESCAP ައިކލްޯނގްެ ޕެނަލް އނޮް ޓރްޕޮިކލަް ސ

 ވަނަ ޖލަސްާ 47

 ޢލަީ ޝރަީފު

 އަޒމީާ އަޙމުަދު

އިން    2020ނޮވމެްބަރ  23

 އަށް 2020ނޮވމެްބަރ  27
 ޔޫ.އޭ.އީ

ސައިތު އޝޭއިާ -ކްލއަމިެޓް އޑެަޕްޓޭޝނަް ޕްލޓެްފޯރމް

 ތއަލިެންޑް 2020ޑސިމެްބަރ  9 އަޙމުަދު ރަޝދީު ރޖީަނލަް ޕޮލސިީ ޑއަލިޮގް
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 ގަ ކޮށްލެވޭ މަސައްކަތްތައްވަނައަހަރު ފާހަ 2020

 2020  ްސްޓވީަނސްަން ސްކރްީން ރއާޖްއެިން ބޭރނުް އޯޑަރ  6ވަނއަަހަރު ރއާޖްޭގެ މސޫމުާބެހޭ ހުރހިާ އޮފހީއެްގއަި ބެހއެޓްމުަށ

 ކޮށގްެން ގެނވެުނެވެ. 

 
 ހދ. ހނަިމދާޫ ސޓްީވނަްސނަް ސްކރްނީް ބހެއެޓްނުް
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 އްވަނައަހަރު ހނިގި ޚާއޞްަ ކަންތައްތަ 2020

 ޞަރޙައަްދއެގްއަި އޮޓޮމެޓިކް ވެދަރސްޓޝޭަން ޤއާމިު ކުރުމގުެ އއެބްަސވްުން 6ރާއްޖގޭެ އިތރުު 

 7ޞރަަޙއަްދއެގްއަި އޓޮމިެޓިކް ވެދަރސޓްޭޝަން ޤއާމިު ކުރމުަށް ނިނމްއަި އއެްބސަްވމުުގއަި ސއޮި ކުރވެުނީ  6ރއާޖްޭގެ އިތުރު 

 ގއަވެެ.  2020ޑސިމެްބަރ 

މެޓް ފަންޑގްެ ގްރީން ކްލއަިއޮޓމޮެޓކިް ވެދަރސްޓޝޭަން ރއާޖްއެަށް ހދަިޔާ ކުރއެްވީ  6ޤއާމިު ކުރމުަށް ބޭނނުްވާ މި ޞަރަޙއަދްުތކަުގއަި 

މިނސިްޓްރީ އޮފް އެނވްަޔަރމެނޓްއާި ޔޫ.އެން.ޑީ.ޕީ ގޅުިގެން ކުރއިަށް ގެނދްާ "ސޕަޯރޓނިްގ ވަލްނރަަބްލް ކމޮއިުނިޓީސް  ހލިއޭެހގީއަި

މިސްޓޭޝނަްތއަް ސޕަްލއަި ކުރމުުގެ  ނވެެ.ޓް ޗޭނޖްް އިންޑއިސުްޑް ވޯޓަރ ޝޯރޓޖޭސަް" މަޝްރޢޫުގެ ދށަުންއިން މޯލޑްިވސްް ޓު ކްލއަމިެ

 މސައަްކަތް ކޮށފްއަިވަނީ އޓިަލގީެ ސީ.އޭ.އީ ކުންފުނނިްނެވެ.

 އއެްބސަްވމުުގއަި ސއޮި ކުރމުުގެ ރސަމްއިްޔާތު ބއޭވްުނީ މިނސިޓްްރީ އޮފް އެނވްަޔަރމނެްޓގްއަެވެ.މި

 

 

 

 ކުރއެްވި ޢއިޒްަތްތެރިން .އެމް.އސެް އަށް ޒޔިާރަތް އެމް

ޖޕަާނުން ރއާޖްއެަށް ކަނޑއަޅައުްވާފއަި ހުނންަވާ ސފަިރު ހަރ އެކސްލެެނސްީ ކީކޯ ޔަނއަި އއާި ރއާޖްޭގއަި ހނުްނަވާ ޔޫ.އެން.ޑީ.ޕީ ގެ 

ގނެް މިސަރވސިްގެ ޢިމާރާތއާި މސައަްކަތްތއަް ދއާމިީ މަންދޫބު މސިް. އަކކީޯ ފޖުީ މލޯްޑވިސްް މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަް ސރަވސިއްަށް ވަޑއަި

 ހިނގގާޮތް ބއަލްަވާ ލއެްވއިވެެ. 

ގއަި ކުރއެވްި މިޒިޔާރތަުގއަި މިނސިޓްަރ އޮފް އނެްވަޔަރމނެްޓް ޑރ. ޙސުއެިން ރަޝދީު ޙސަަނއްާއި  2020ޑސިމެްބަރ  10

 ރވިެ ވަޑއަިގެންނވެއިެވެ.އމެިނސިްޓްރގީެ ޕަރމަނނެްޓް ސކެްރެޓރަީ އަލފްާޟިލް އޖަވުދަު މުސްތަފާ ބއަވިެ
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  ޕްރޮޖެކްޓްތައް

 :ްއޮޓމޮޭޝނަް އެނޑްް އނިްޓގެްރޭޝނަް އޮފް މީޓއިޮރޮލޮޖިކލަް ފެސލިިޓީސް  ޕްރޮޖެކްޓގްެ ނަނ 

 ހާރޑވްެއަރ ހޯދާ އނިސްްޓލޯް ކުރުން މސައަްކަތށަް :މސައަކްތަް ކރުވެނުު

ކރުމުށަް ހވަލާވުފެއަވިާ  މސައަކްތަް

 އޖެނެސްީ:
 ކޓްްރޯނކިްސް ޕްރއަިވޓެް ލމިިޓެޑް، މާލެމެގޗަޕިް އިލެ

 އިޓލަީ ސަރކުާރު ޚރަދަކުރުާ ފރަތާް:

 ރުފިޔާ 1,061,354.66 :އގަު މސައަކްތަގުެ

 މސައަްކަތް ނިމިފއަި ސޓްޓޭސަް: މސައަކްތަގުެ

ންވާ ހާރޑްވއެަރ ހދޯާ މސޫމުާބެހޭ އެނމްެހާ މސައަްކަތތްއަް އއެްވއިގުއަަކުން ގޅުާލމުަށް ބނޭު ތފަޞްލީއެް: ކރުުމސައަކްތަގުެ

 . އިނސްްޓލޯް ކުރުން

 

 :ްމޫސނުް ކރުިއަށް ލަފކާުރމުުގެ މަސައްކަތް އތިުރަށް ހަރުދނަާ ކުރުމގުެ ގޮތނުް   ޕްރޮޖެކްޓގްެ ނަނ

 އިޓަލީ ސަރކުާރުގެ އހެީގއަި ވޭވފްރޯކާސްޓނިްގ މޮޑެލއްެއް ތއަޔްރާު ކުރުން

ނވްާ މލަްޓި މޮނީޓަރ ވޯރކސްްޓޝޭަން ހދޯާ އިނސްޓްޯލް ވެދަރ ފޯރކސާްޓިންގއަށް ބނޭު :މސައަކްތަް ކރުވެނުު

 ކުރުން

ކރުމުށަް ހވަލާވުފެއަވިާ  މސައަކްތަް

 އޖެނެސްީ:
  މާލ  ، ވއިުނެޓް ކމޮޕްއިުޓަރސް

 އިޓލަީ ސަރކުާރު ޚރަދަކުރުާ ފރަތާް:

 ރުފިޔާ 141,365.50 :އގަު މސައަކްތަގުެ

 މސައަްކަތް ނިމިފއަި ސޓްޓޭސަް: މސައަކްތަގުެ

 ހރަުދނަާ މސައަްކތަްތަށް އިދާރގާެ މސޫމުއާިބެހޭ ،ދަށުން އެހީގެ ހލިޭ ސަރުކރާުގެ އިޓލަީ ތފަޞްލީއެް: އްކތަގުކެރުުމސަަ

 މސޫމުއާިބހެޭ ދޭ ރައްޔިތުންނަށް ތއަްޔާރކުޮށް އއެް މޮޑލެް ފކޯސާްޓިންގ ވޭވް ކުރމުަށްޓކައަި

 ވާރކް މޮނީޓަރ މަލްޓި ނުނވްާބޭ މަޝރްޫޢއޫަށް އެކުލވަާލވެުނު ކރުމުަށް ހަރދުަނާމަޢލުމޫާތު 

އިނސްްޓޯލކްުރުން. މި ވާރކް ސްޓޝޭަންތކަަކީ ވވެް ފޯރކސާްޓނިގް  ހދޯާ ސްޓޝޭަނސްް

މޮޑެލް ނމިި މެޓް އޮފީހގުއަި ބޭނުން ކުރަނފްެށމުުން، މިތަކތެި ބަލާ ބނޭުނކްުރމުުގއަި އެނމްެ 

ސކާޮށް އކެމަުގެ އލަީގއަި އަވސަް ހަރދުަނާ ގތޮއެް ހދޯއަިދިނމުަށް ކމަާބެހޭ ފަރތާްތކަުން ދިރާ

  ފއަވިާ ވާރކް ސްޓޝޭަންތކައެް.ހދޯާ އިނސްޓްޯލކްޮށް

 

 މަޢުލމޫާތގުެ މސޫމުއާިބެހޭ ދޭ ރއަްޔތިުންނަށް ތއަްޔާރކުޮށް އއެް މޮޑލެް ފޯކސާޓްިންގ ވޭވް :މސައަކްތަް ކރުވެނުު

 ހމިެނުން ތރެޭގއަި

ކރުމުށަް ހވަލާވުފެއަވިާ  މސައަކްތަް

 އޖެނެސްީ:
  މނިސިްޓްރީ އފޮް އެންވޔަަރމެންޓއާި މލޯްޑިވްސް މޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލް ސަރވސިް އިޓލަީގެ

މސައަކްތަް ނމިނޭކެމަށަް ލފަކާރުވެޭ 

 ތރާީޚް: 
2022 

 އިޓލަީ ސަރކުާރު ޚރަދަކުރުާ ފރަތާް:

 ޔރޫޯ 458,750 :އގަު މސައަކްތަގުެ

 ކުރއިަށދްަނީމސައަްކަތް  ސޓްޓޭސަް: މސައަކްތަގުެ

މސޫމުއާިބެހޭ އިދާރގާެ މސައަްކތަްތަށް ހރަުދނަާ  ،އިޓލަީ ސަރުކރާުގެ ހލިޭ އެހީގެ ދަށުން ތފަޞްލީއެް: މސައަކްތަގުކެރުު

ކުރމުަށްޓކައަި ވޭވް ފކޯސާްޓިންގ މޮޑލެް އއެް ތއަްޔާރކުޮށް ރައްޔިތުންނަށް ދޭ މސޫމުއާިބހެޭ 
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ގތޮް ގެ އިތުރުން، މސޫުން ލަފކާުރވެޭމަޢލުމޫާތުގެ ތެރގޭއަި  އެބއަި ހމިެނނުް. މީ

 ޔަށް އތިުރވުެގެނމްދިާ ބއަި، މޓެް.ރއަްޔތިުންނަށް ފރޯުކށޮްދިނމުަށދްވެޭ މއަލުމޫާތުގެ ތރެެ

ކުރވެޭ މި . އދަި، އަލަށް ތއަްޔާރުނަށް އިތރުުކރުުންވސެް ހމިެނޭއޮފީހގުެ މޮބއަލިް އޕެްލިކޝޭަ

ލާތށަް އފޮީހގުެ ފަންނީ މވުއަްޒަފުން އޓިަލީ ވި މޮޑެލއްާބެހޭ ތމަްރީނު ދނިމުަށް މެޓް.

 .ނުވމުަށވްެސް ހމަޖަެހފިއަިވޭފޮ

 

 ްަޕްރޮޖެކްޓގްެ ނަން: ޖިއޯމގެންެޓިކް އޮބޒްަރވޭޝނ 

މސައަކްތަް ކރުމުށަް ހވަލާވުފެއަވިާ 

 އޖެނެސްީ:
 (ETH)ސްވސިް ފެޑެރަލް އިންސޓްިޓިއޓުް އޮފް ޓެކްނޮލޮޖީ 

 - އގަު:ޕރްޖޮކެޓްގްެ 

ރސިާރޗް އިނސްްޓޓިއިުޓް އއާި ސްވސިް ފެޑރެލަް  އިންޑއިާގެ ނޝޭަނަލް ޖއިޯފިޒިކސްް އހެގީެ ބވާތަް:

 އިނސްްޓޓިއިުޓް އޮފް ޓކެްނޮލޖޮީ ގެ ހލިއޭެހީ

އިނސްޓްްރމުެންޓގްެ ބެޓރެި މއަސްަލަ ޖެހގިެން ބެޓެރި ބދަަލު ކރުުމުންވެސް  1ޕްރޖޮެކޓްް  ސޓްޓޭސަް: ޕރްޖޮކެޓްގްެ

ކުރމަުން ގނެްދވެުނު  ސލޯާ ޕެނލެް ނނޫީ ކރުިން ވސެް ބނޭުންމއަސްަލަ ހއަްލު ނވުމުުން 

 ފދަަ ބޓެަރި އކާުރުމަށް ނނިމްުނު

މޯލްޑވިސްް މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަް ސަރވސިއްއާި އިންޑއިާގެ ނޭޝނަަލް ޖއިޯފިޒކިސްް ރިސާރޗް  ކރުު ތފަޞްލީއެް:ޕރްޖޮކެޓްގްެ

އިނސްްޓޓިއިުޓް އއާި ސްވސިް ފެޑެރަލް އނިސްްޓިޓއިުތް އފޮް ޓކެްނލޮޖޮީ ގޅުިގެން ސަރފަސް 

ޒމައްާބެހޭ ދިރސާާ ކުރމުަށް ބޭނނުްވާ މޢަުލމޫާތު ރއާޖްޭގެ ޞަރަޙއަދްުން ހދޯުން. މެގންެޓި

މޕިްރޖޮެކޓްްގއަި މވުއަްޒަފުން ތމަްރީން ކުރމުގުެ މސައަްކަތއެް ކުރަނީ އިންޑއިގާެ ނޭޝނަލަް 

އެހނެް ހުރިހާ ޚަރދައެް ކރުަނީ ސްވިސް   ޖއިޯފިޒިކސްް ރސިާރޗް އިނސްްޓޓިއިުޓް އިން.

 ނސްޓްިޓިއުތް އފޮް ޓކެްނޮލޖޮީ އިން.ފެޑރެަލް އި

 

  :ްވއަި ނުސފާު މނިވްރަު ބލެުންޕްރޮޖެކްޓގްެ ނަނ 

މސައަކްތަް ކރުމުށަް ހވަލާވުފެއަވިާ 

 އޖެނެސްީ:
 ސޓްޮކްހޯމް ޔުނިވަރސޓިީ، ސްވިޑްން

 - އގަު:ޕރްޖޮކެޓްގްެ 

 ގެ ހިލއޭެހީސޓްޮކްހޯމް ޔުނިވަރސޓިީ އހެގީެ ބވާތަް:

 މަށް ބޭރގުެ އކެސްޕްާޓއްއެްކރުއިަށް ގެންދއިުއާ ވޯރކް ސއަިޓއެް ހދެމުުގެ މސައަްކތަް  :ސޓްޓޭސަް ޕރްޖޮކެޓްގްެ

އއާި ގޅުގިެން  19-ދމިާވި ކވޮިޑް އޮތްނމަަވސެް ކެވފިއަިވަޑއަިގެނންެވމުގުެ ވހާަކަ ކުރނިް ދެ

ޑސިމެްބަރ މސަް ތެރގޭއަި ކާބަން އދަި މގީެ އިތރުުން މސައަްކަތް ވަނީ މަޑޖުެހފިއަި. 

 .އމިު ކުރވެިފއަިޤާވނަީ އޮކސްއަިޑް މޮނޓީަރ ކުރމުަށް ބޭނުނވްާ އިނސްޓްްރމުެންޓް މޮނޮ

. އއެްއިން ވއަި ނސުފާު މިނވްަރު ބލެމުަށް ކުރވެޭ ދިރސާާސްޓކޮްހމޯް ޔނުިވަރސިޓީ ކރުު ތފަޞްލީއެް:ޕރްޖޮކެޓްގްެ

ޒަން ކުރވެި މިދރިސާާގއަި ރއާޖްޭގެ ޞަރަޙއަްދގުއަި ވއަގިެ ނސުފާުކަން ހުރި މނިވްަރު ވަ

 އެކމަާބެހޭ މޢަުލޫމާތު އއެކްުރވެޭނެ.
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 ވނައަހަރަު ހިލއޭެހީގެ ގޮތގުައި ލބިިފއަވިާ ތަކތެި 2020

 އނެކެސްް ތކަތެގީެ ބނޭނުް ކރުވެގޭޮތް ހލިއޭހެީ ދއެވްި ފރަތާް އގަު ތކަތެގީެ ނނަް

ހއަިޑްރޖޮެން ޖނެެރޭޓަރގެ 

 ޕަވަރ ސޕަްލއަި
€ 4,935.00    

 ޕްރޮޓނޯް އެނަރޖީ

 ސސިްޓމަސްް، އމެެރިކާ

ސ. ގމަގުއަި ބޭނުނކްުރާ 

 ހއަިޑްރޖޮެން ޖނެެރޭޓަރ އަށް
ANNEX 1 

އޮޓމޮެޓކިް ވެދަރ  6

 ސްޓޝޭަން
  އެކި ރަށރްަށުގއަި ބހެއެްޓމުަށް ގްރީން ކްލއަމިެޓް ފަންޑް    80,920.00 € 
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 ލިބނުު އާމްދަނީއާއި ހނިގި ޚަރަދު

ވަނަ އަހަރު ހނިގި ޚަރަދު 2020  

    ރކިަރަނޓްް ޚަރދަު                3,312,067.95

 ކޕެިޓަލް ޚރަަދު                  496,561.99

 މުވއަްޒފަުންނަށް ހިނގި ޚަރދަު        24,628,840.68

 ޖމުލްަ                       28,437,470.62

 

 

 ޞީލްވަނަ އަހަރުގެ ބަޖޓެްގެ ތަފް 2020މޯލްޑިވްސް މޓީިއޮރލޮޮޖިކަލް ސަރވިސްގެ 

ވަނަ އހަަރަށް ލަފކާުރި ބޖަެޓް           2020 39,612,437.00  

ވަނަ އހަަރު ޚަރދަު ކުރުމަށް ލބިުނު ބޖަެޓް   2020 40,362,437.00  

ވަނަ އހަަރގުެ ޖމުްލަ ޚަރދަު            2020 28,437,470.62  

މލްަ ފއަިސާ     ވަނަ އހަަރު ނމިުނު އރިު ޚަރދަު ނކުުރވެި ބކާީހުރި ޖު 2020 2,159,414.01  

 
 

ބަލިމަޑުކަމުގެ ސބަބަުން ސަރުކާރު ހނިްގުމަށް ގެ  COVID-19ވަނަ އަހަރު ކުރިމތަިލނާްޖހެުނު ނުރައްކާތެރި  2020 ނޓޯް:

ގެނވެުނު ބަދަލު ތަކާއެކު، ދަތުރު އެލވަަންސާއި، ކޮއްތު ފައިސާ ފަދަ މުވައްޒފަުނންަށް ހނިގާ ޚަރަދތުަކުން ބާކީ ވެފައި 

ރަދުކުރަން ލބިިފައިވާ ބަޖޓެުން ބާކީވި ދެ މިލިޔަން ރުފިޔާގެ ތެރެއިން ނުވަ ލައްކަ ރުފިޔާ ބާކީވެފައވިަނީ ކަރަނޓްާއި ވެއެވެ. ޚަ

ފެނާއި ފޯނު ބިލްތަކާއި ގުޅޭ ކޯޑު ތަކުނންެވެ.  އަދި މަރާމާތާއި ކެޕޓިަލް ކޯޑު ތަކުން މިލިއނަެއްހާ ރުފިޔާ ޚަރަދު ނުކުރެވި 

ގެ ސބަބަުން ސަރުކާރުން އެޅުއްވި ފިޔަވަޅުތަކުގެ ތެރޭގައި އެވަގުތައް ކނޮްމެހެން ކުރަން ޖެހޭ  19ބާކީ ވެފައވިަނީ، ކޮވިޑް

 ޚރަަދެއް ފިޔަވައި އެހނެިހެން ހުރިހާ ޚަރަދެއް މަރާމާތާއި ކެޕޓިަލް ކޯޑތުަކުން ނުކުރުމަށް އނަްގަވާފައިވތާީއެވެ. 
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 އްވަނައަހަރު ކުރުމަށް ރޭވިފައިވާ މުހިއމްު ކަންތަ 2021

 މމިޮޑެލް ތއަްޔާރކުޮށް  .ކުރނުް ތއަްޔާރުފޯރކސާްޓިންގ އތިުރަށް ފޅުާކރުމުުގެ ގޮތުން ވވޭް ފޯރކސާޓްިންގ މޮޑލެއްއެް  ވެދަރ

މމިޮޑެލް ތއަްޔރާުކޮށް ނިމޭނެކަމަށް މިހރާު ތއަްޔާރކުުރާ ވެދަރ ފޯކސާޓްްގެ ތެރއެަށް މމިޮޑެލވްސެް އިތުރވުގެެންދނާެ.  ނމިމުުން 

 ވނަަ އަހަރު. 2022ލފަާކރުެވނެީ 

  ްޭމސޫމުއާިބެހޭ އދިާރގާެ މސައަްކތަްތަށް ހރަުދނަާ ކުރމުަށޓްަކއަި މި އޮފީހގުެ އނެމްެހާ މސައަްކތަްތަށް އޮޓމޮޭޓކްޮށް އިންޓގެްރޓ

 2021 އކެިފރަާތްތކަުން ހުށއަަޅާފއަވިާ އަނދްސާީ ހސިާބުތއަް އިވލޭއުޭޓކްޮށް އގެޮތުންކުރމުުގެ މސައަްކަތް ކރުއިަށް ގެނދްއިުން. 

 ޕްރޖޮެކޓްްގެ ޢމަަލީ މސައަްކތަް ފށަަނވްަނީ ތއަްޔރާު ވެފއަި.ވަނއަަހަރު ތެރގޭއަި 

  ްުދުނިޔގޭެ މސޫމުއާިބެހޭ އެހނެިހެން އިދާރާތކައާި މިސަރވސިއްއާި ދމެދެު މަޢލުމޫާތު ބދަަލު ކުރުން އތިުރަށް ރގަޅަު ކުރމުުގެ ގޮތނ

ދަނާ ކރުމުުގެ މސައަްކތަް. މިގތޮުން މިސަރވސިް ހމިެނގޭޮތށަް ރއާޖްޭގެ މިހާރު ބޭނުނކްުރާ މުވޞާަލާތީ ވއިގުަ އިތރުަށް ހަރު

 އފޮީހގުެ )ހދ، ހަނމިދާޫ، ލ.ކއަދްޫ އަދި ގދ.ކާޑއެްދޫ( އނިްޓަރނެޓް އޕަްގްރޑޭް ކރުމުުގެ މސައަްކަތް ކުރވެޭނެ.  3މސޫމުާބެހޭ 

  ުސްޓޭޝނަްތއަް ޤއާމިު ކުރމުަށް ހމަޖަެހފިއަިވަނީ ރށައެްގއަި އޮޓމޮެޓކިް ވދެަރސްޓޝޭަން ޤއާމިު ކުރނުް. މި 6ރއާޖްޭގެ އތިުރ

 ށ.ކމޮަންޑޫ، އދ.މަހިބދަޫ އދަި ސ.ހޅުމުީދގޫއަި.، .ބިލއެްދޫފ، ރ.އަލފިުށި، ރ.ދވުފާުރު
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 ރިޕޯރޓް ނިނމްުން

ގެ ބަލމިަޑކުމައާި ގޅުގިެން  19-ވނަަ އަހަރު އޮފީހގުެ ލަނޑދުަނޑިތއަް ޙޞާިލް ކރުމުަށް ރޭވި ބއައެް މސައަްކަތތްއަް ވަނީ ކވޮިޑް 2020

 ގެ ރަޙމުަތްފޅުުން ބއައެް މސައަްކތަްތއަް ކރުމުުގެ ހެޔޮތައުފޤީު މިންވަރު ކުރއެވްއިެވެ. الله އެހެން ނމަވަެސް މާތް ނކުުރވެިފއަވެެ.

ރއިެރމުާ ތރައަްޤއީަށް ކރުެވުނު ފރޯުކޮށދްޭ ޚދިުމަތްތކަުގެ ފނެްވަރު ރަގޅަކުޮށް މުވއަްޒަފނުްގެ ކު މިސަރވސިއްިންއަހރަުވސެް   ވޭތވުެދިޔަ

އެގޮތނުް އެންމެ އެނމްެހާ މސައަްކަތތްަކކަީ ވަރަށގްިނަ ފަރާތތްަކއެގްެ އެހީތެރކިމައާި އއެްބާރލުމުއާެކީ ކރުެވުނު މސައަކްަތްތކަެކވެެ. 

ޓަރ އޮފް އެނވްަޔރަަނމްަންޓް ވަނަ އަހރަު ރއާޖްޭގެ މސޫމުާބެހޭ މސައަްކަތތްއަް ހނިްގާ ތަރއަޤްީ ކުރމުަށް މިނސިް ފރުަތމަަވސެް 

އމެަނިކުފނާަށް ވަރަށް އިޚްލާޞތްެރި ކމައާއިެކު ޝުކުރު  އްވމުަށްޓކައަިއއެްބާރުލެ ތެރކިމައާި. ޙސުއެިން ރަޝދީު ޙސަަން ދއެްވި އެހީޑރ

އޅަުގަނޑއާި އިގެނވްސެް ގެ ބަލމިަޑކުމަުގެ ސބަަބުން އޮފހީަށް ނުނކުމުެވޭ ޙލާަތގުއަި ގގޭއަި ތއިްބވަަ -ކޮވިޑް އަދިދަންނވަމަެވެ. 

ގެ އެކގީއަި މސައަްކތަް ކުރއެްވި މިސަރވސިގްެ މެނޖޭމްެންޓގްެ އެނމްެހާ ބޭފޅުުނންއާި އެކފިަންތގީެ ހުރިހާ މވުއަްޒަފުންނަށް އެބޭފޅުުން

ޚއާްޞކަޮށް  ވެ.ބުރަ މސައަްކތައާި އޅަުގަނޑަށް ދއެްވި އހެީތެރކިަން ފާހގަަކޮށް އހެުރހިާ ބޭފޅުުންނށަްވސެް ޝުކރުު އދަާ ކރުމަެ

އޮފހީުގއަި ކމޭޕްް ކުރއަވްއަިގެން މސޫމުާ ބެހޭ ޑާޓތާއަް މެދނުުކެނޑި ނގައަި ދުނިޔގޭެ މސޫމުއާި  ބަލމިަޑކުމަުގެ ނުރއަްކލަގުެ ތރެޭގއަިމި

  ހިތގުއެަޑިން ޝކުުރު ދަނންަވމަވެެ. ބެހޭ ވއިގުަ އއާި ޙއިސްާކުރއެްވި މވުއަްޒަފުންނަށް އކެުރއެވްި މސައަްކަތަށް

މސައަްކަތް ހަރދުަނާ ކުރމުަށް ކޮންމެފދަަ ޙާލަތއެގްއަިވސެް މެނޖޭމްެންޓއާި މުވއަްޒފަުން  ގެމީޓއިޮރޮލޖިކިަލް ސަރވސިް ލްޑވިސްްމޯ

ބލަމިަޑުކމަުން އަވަހަށް  ކވޮިޑގްެއޅަގުަނޑމުެން އެނމްެން މިالله މާތްއަގވުަޒަނކްޮށް ޝުކރުު ދަންނވަމަެވެ. ކުރއަްވާ ބުރަ، މސައަްތުގެ 

 ކރުއަްވއަި ފގާަތި ދވުަސްތކައެް މިންވރަު ކރުއަްވާށއިވެެ. އމާީން.ސަލާމަތް 
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WEATHER REPORT 2020 
 

This report summarizes the significant weather-related 

events that occurred in Maldives for the year 2020. 

 

 

 

Complied by Maldives Meteorological Service 

 

 

 



ABSTRACT 
 

This is a consolidated brief report highlighting significant weather events in a chronological 

order occurred during the year 2020. 

Most of the severe weather during 2020 occurred in the form of Heavy rain, strong winds, 

rough seas, swell surge, flooding, severe thunderstorms, lightning, water-spouts etc.  

Heaviest rainfall for the year was 173.8 millimeters recorded in Kelaa Automatic Weather 

station on 29 May 2020.  

Maximum gust wind of 63 miles per hour was recorded in Muli Automatic Weather station 

on 15 May 2020.  

Highest Maximum temperature was 34.9 degree Celsius recorded at Hanimaadhoo 

Meteorological Office on 16 April 2020, and at National Meteorological Centre, Hulhule on 03 

June 2020.   

Lowest Minimum temperature was 21.6 degree Celsius recorded at Gan Meteorological 

Office on 17 April 2020. 

Monsoon onset  

Southwest monsoon was declared on 12th May 2020, 18th May and 21st May 2020 for 

southern, central and northern atolls, respectively.  

Northeast monsoon was declared on 22nd December 2020 over northern atolls. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



JANUARY  

 

With a warm and sunny first week, no significant weather systems 

were noticed over Maldives area in the beginning of the month, 

however, on 5th of January a low-level circulation formed in the 

southwest of Maldives under its influence a moderate convergence 

zone formed over the southern atolls. This system deteriorated 

weather in southernmost atolls and brought spells of heavy 

downpours on 5th and 6th consequently. The system then moved 

further away from Maldives.   

Perpetually, the ITCZ started shifting to South of Maldives and as a 

result convective clouds started forming in the South of Maldives in 

January 5. It further triggered the convective activity and brought 

heavy rain showers to southernmost atolls for the next couple of 

days.  

On January 19, a low-level cyclonic circulation formed over Maldives 

area, under the influence of the tropical easterlies surface winds 

became more significant, mostly, in the central atolls. The condition 

prevailed till January 25, and weakened thereafter. The persistence 

of strong winds caused wave surges across the country. And in meantime, another low-level 

circulation with potential to become a significant tropical cyclone formed in the far southwest 

of Maldives. Under its influence the weather in southern atolls deteriorated and experienced 

heavy spells of rain. 

In the month of January, Maldives has experienced 

heavy rainfalls mostly in the southern atolls which led 

to events flooding in some islands.  

Heaviest rainfall during January was 84 millimeters 

recorded at Muli Automatic Weather Station. 

On January 23, swell waves swamped some islands in 

northern atolls. Particularly, Inguraidhoo Fainu and 

Kinolhas of Raa Atoll were hit hard and caused some 

damages according to the respective authorities. 

Figure 2 Aftermath of flooding in Gdh. Thinadhoo 
on 26 January 2020 

Figure 1 Contour Plot of 
Monthly accumulated rainfall 
(mm) distribution over the 
country for January 2020.  A 
clear north to south gradient 
is observed. 



Furthermore, on the evening of January 22, a speed boat capsized in Noonu Atoll which led 

to the loss of a human life.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maldives Meteorological Service issued 21 alerts in total during the month of January which 

includes 19 White Alerts and 2 Yellow Advisories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Tidal Surge inundation at R. Fainu (top) and R. Kinolhas (bottom) on 23 January 2020 



FEBRUARY 

 

The most prominent synoptic feature is the presence of the annual 

easterly wave which caused some strong winds and convective 

activity. The first event of significance occurred on the 14th of 

February. This was a result of the combined effect of a cyclonic 

circulation in south east of the Maldives along with the prevailing 

easterlies.  

The next event occurred on 21st of February was due to an abrupt 

trough formed over southern atolls causing significant convective 

development over the southern atolls. Heavy showers were 

recorded in isolated places of southern atolls and over a few 

places in central atolls.  

A low-pressure area formed on 26th over the southeast of Maldives 

with its trough extending over southern atolls brought heaviest 

rainfall of 94.5 mm for the month of February recorded at Gan 

Meteorological Office. The second heaviest rainfall was 81mm, 

reported from the northern atolls, Funadhoo 

Automatic Weather Station on the 14th. 

A total of 24 Alerts were sent during the 

month of February, including one Yellow Alert 

sent for Torrential rain and thunderstorms on 

26th, and white alerts for swell wave surges 

sent on the 12th and 13th of February.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Tidal surge inundation at N. Holhudhoo with reported 
damages to 15 households on 12 Feb. 

Figure 4 Contour Plot of 
Monthly accumulated rainfall 
(mm) distribution over the 
country for Feb 2020.  The rain 
band shows extension up to 
south-central atolls. 



MARCH  

 

During the month of March, there were no significant weather 

system over the region of Maldives. However, the anti-cyclonic 

circulation over the northern region of the Bay of Bengal and the 

high pressure area in the Arabian Sea was seen to be consistent 

throughout the month. Moreover, the ITCZ had been laying over 

the southern region of the equator. Under the influence of the 

ridge which was extended from the high pressure area in the 

Arabian Sea, and due to the position of the ITCZ, area covering 

the Maldives had been almost free from convective activities 

during the majority days of the month.  

During the first and last week of March, dry and hot weather 

prevailed over the country. Highest temperature of 34°c was 

recorded by the Hanimaadhoo Meteorological Office on the 7th of 

March. There was a wet spell period from 12th to 24th of March. 

During the wet spell period, the highest rainfall of 49 millimeter 

was recorded by the Kaadedhdhoo Meteorological Office. Even 

though there were not much severe weather activities, a funnel 

cloud was observed over the west of Gdh. Kaadedhdhoo on 24th of March. However, there 

was no damage reported due to this. During the month, there were 2 white alerts on the 19th 

and 20th of March 

 

 

Figure 8 The synoptic analysis weather chart 
by Thai Meteorological Department on 27 
March 2020, showing the seasonal high 
pressure area in Arabian Sea Figure 7 Images showing a funnel cloud observed over the west 

of Gdh. Kaadehdhoo on 24 March 2020 

Figure 6 Contour Plot of 
Monthly accumulated rainfall 
(mm) distribution over the 
country for March 2020.  Heavy 
rainfall is mainly along the 
western rim of the country, 
and parts of south and central 
atolls. 



APRIL 

 

April considered as the transition month from NE to SW monsoon 

with light and variable winds across the country. Dry 

thunderstorms and high temperature are prominent features in 

this month  

This year April began with monsoon trough pattern persisting over 

50°-75°E far south of Maldives, and organizing convective activity 

around the already persisting storm IRONDRO within it and high 

pressure area dominating over the Arabian Sea. Apart from the 

significant rainfall event on 5th April, an episode of severe weather 

occurred during the second half of the month.  

Dry thunderstorms were observed over few places in 

the first 10 days. During the period, Convective 

Available Potential Energy (CAPE) at the surface was 

high. On 5th April, a dense cloud cluster formed over 

southern and central atolls caused rain showers 

mostly in southern area with downpour of 141 mm in 

GA. Kolamaafushi in the early morning of 5th April. 

Though not significant, some swell waves were 

experienced in Gdh. Faresmaathoda on 9th April.  

After a week of generally fine weather the synoptic 

situations changed and intensive cloud formation 

followed. During the first week of April the main 

synoptic systems in the area were, a cyclonic 

circulation over north of Maldives, near Comorin area, 

extending up to 1.5 km above mean sea level and the 

surface high pressure area over the Arabian Sea with 

an anticyclone circulation aloft.  

A weak circulation established over Comorin area on 

14th April and its associated trough laid in the east of 

Maldives, where a cut-off low organized on the next 

Figure 10 High Convective Available Potential 
Energy (CAPE) over central and northern atolls.  
Source: Earthnullschool.net 

2020-04-05 at 0300 
LT 

Figure 11 Infra-red Satellite imagery showing 
dense cloud formation over south and central 
atolls on 5th April 2020 

Figure 9 Contour Plot of Monthly accumulated 
rainfall (mm) distribution over the country for 
April 2020.  Heavy rainfall is mainly along the 
eastern rim of the country, and southern atolls. 



day. When this system deepened further, a northeast-southwest oriented trough formed over 

the area and extended over Maldives. This system brought rain showers and thunderstorms 

to central and southern atolls on both 15 and 16 April. Since then, rain activities increased 

over Maldives which led to pre-monsoon activities. 

On 17th April, a trough in easterlies formed at 0.9km above mean sea level and located from 

Equatorial Indian Ocean to southeast Arabian Sea. In addition, the circulation over far 

southeast of Maldives deepened further and shifted to southwestwards. Thus, few heavy 

showers experienced over the area with downpour of 54 mm in GA. Kolamaafushi on 18 April.  

The area west of Maldives became unstable 

and more organized with formation of a low 

pressure area and strong wind 

convergence. Thus, rain showers and 

thunderstorms brought to the country with 

few heavy showers in central and northern 

atolls on both 21 and 22 April. Rainfall of 75 

millimeters recorded in Sh. Funadhoo on 21 

April, 56 and 53 millimeters in M. Muli and 

Th. Buruni respectively on 22nd April. 

  

On 23rd April, wind discontinuity extended 

over north of Maldives, causing increased 

convection over the country resulting in 

moderate to heavy showers both 23 and 24 

April. Heavy rain of 105 mm recorded in 

Hithadhoo of Addu City on 23 April. Due to 

flooding roads of Addu City, daily activities 

were interrupted.  

Figure 12 Model forecast outputs showing wind discontinuity 
over northern parts of Maldives. Source: Indian 
Meteorological Department 

Figure 13 Flood caused by heavy rain in Gan, Addu City on 
23rd April. Photo by Ziyad 



A Near Equatorial Trough 

pattern appeared from 26 April 

over 80°E and gradually 

enhanced. Additionally, a 

cyclonic circulation formed over 

southeast of Sri Lanka. 

Combined effect of these 

systems caused intense 

convection over the area with 

increasing rain activities as well 

as severe thunderstorms 

across the country on 27 April 

and some areas on 28 April. On both days, thunderstorm continued for several hours.  

Total 38 alerts, 32 WHITE and 6 YELLOW issued for thunderstorms and heavy rain.  

Most significant climate 

condition noted was activity 

of MJO, emerged in to Indian 

Ocean with high amplitude 

on 19 April and persisted till 

28 April with peak 

amplitude on 24 April. 

Furthermore, OLR Anomaly 

was significant since 21 

April.  

Highest maximum temperature of 34.9°C recorded in Hanimaadhoo in three consecutive 

days, 16-18 April. Highest minimum temperature of 29.4°C recorded in Hulhule on 16th April. 

Maximum gust wind for the month was 36 miles per hour in Hulhule recorded on 20th April. 

Daily maximum rainfall occurred in GA.Kolamaafushi with 140.9 millimetres on 5th April 

followed by 104.6 millimetres in Hithadhoo, Addu City on 23rd April. 38 Weather alerts 

including 6 Yellow level Alerts were issued for heavy rain and thunderstorm. 

 

 

Figure 14 Lightning strikes observed near runway of Velana International 

Airport (left) and off shore near SinaMale’ Bridge (right) on 27th April 2020.  

Source: Social Media. 

Figure 16 Anomalous convection over 
Maldives area from 21 April. Source: 
Climate Prediction Centre/NCEP 

Figure 15 Active MJO signal over 
Indian Ocean with peak amplitude on 
24 April. Source: Climate Prediction 
Centre/NCEP 



May 

 

The month of May is typically a very active month with the ITCZ’s 

northward movement and monsoon onset. This year the fact 

remains unchanged. In line with the revised alert thresholds, for 

the very first time two orange alerts were issued due to adverse 

weather. 

In contrast to last year cyclonic activity deemed to be less this 

year. Major synoptic situations observed in this month were 

embedded cyclonic circulations within the ITCZ and its 

movement, Low pressure areas in both Arabian sea and Bay of 

Bengal, one from which strengthened into a Super cyclone 

“AMPHAN”. This month a staggering daily rainfall of 177.6 mm 

was observed on 27th May at Kelaa Automatic Weather Station.  

On 4th a cyclonic circulation over Andaman sea had gained 

potential and intensified to a low-pressure area with its 

trough extending over the country. 04th, 05th and 07th of the 

month reported heavy showers (>50mm) over isolated parts 

of the country. 

Scattered rain showers continued throughout the country next couple of days. On 8th a new 

cyclonic circulation had formed over Maldives-Lakshadweep area and is gaining momentum, 

this cyclonic circulation persisted until the 13th of the month and was the major feature that 

had brough scattered heavy showers over the country.  On the far side, a tropical depression 

over Sumatra which had no direct influence over Maldives was generating some swell waves 

that could reach us. 

Figure 13 Contour Plot of 
Monthly accumulated rainfall 
(mm) distribution over the 
country for May2020.  Most 
rainfall was concentrated to the 
south of the country. 

 



 

Figure 14 Significant daily rainfall chart of 13th and 14th May. On 14th 3 stations reported >100mm daily rainfall. 

From 10th till 19th, the country experienced heavy 

showers and strong winds throughout. Among these 

days 14th, 17th and 18th being the most severe. During this 

period a low-pressure area which had formed over 

southeast bay of Bengal had deepened into a cyclone 

which attained the category of a super cyclone which is 

the highest category in the span of 5 days. This cyclones 

movement was northwest wards from Bay of Bengal 

which was the origin point and had made landfall over 

Bangladesh coast. This cyclone had no direct impacts 

although high winds and squally showers were 

generated from overlying rainbands of the system in 

addition to swell waves that was generated by this 

cyclone that was observed throughout the country.  

The whole of north 

Indian ocean was active in terms of adverse weather during 14th to 19th May, which is usually 

the case as these are the normal times of south west monsoon onset over the region. During 

these days the main synoptic situations that has affected Maldives are as follows, on 14th ITCZ 

had moved over the southern parts of the country and had stalled, the low pressure that was 

over Bay of Bengal was deepening and with the aid of another cyclonic circulation south of 

Maldives which had also intensified, strong winds were prevailing over the country. Not to 

mention Cross equatorial flow due to Somali Jet being active and MJO in phase 2 during 16, 

17, 18 and 19th of May has also generated intense convective activity with heavy downpours.    
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Figure 15 Trees uprooted due to wind 
damage in R. Vaadhoo. Source: Mihaaru 
News 

Figure 16 Flood due to heavy rainfall in 
Addu city. Source: MNDF Twitter 

Figure 17 Severe weather 
impact in Male' City (a) Tree 
fell due to strong winds (b) 
Shore wreck due to rough 
seas (c) damage to 
Rasfannu area due to Udha 
and strong winds 



Southwest monsoon was declared over southern atolls on 12th May 2020.   

 

 

 

 

 

From 20th onwards the atmosphere regained some stability as the super cyclone “AMPHAN” 

had also filled up and weakened to a depression and die down in a span of 3 days. However 

dur to active southwest monsoon and embedded cyclonic circulations within the ITCZ which 

was still in Maldives area had generated isolated heavy showers over the country. 

From 27th onwards the northern limit of southwest monsoon advanced further northwards 

and crossing Maldives area as a whole (Southwest monsoon was declared on 18th and 21st 

May 2020 for central and northern atolls respectively).  

The significant synoptic factor that had affected Maldives during these days was the cyclonic 

circulation that had formed on 29th May and located around east central Arabian sea. This 

circulation intensified and to a Low-pressure area and to a depression within the span of 3 

days. On 30th a trough from this system was active over northern parts of the country which 

in turn generated intense clouds over northern and southern atolls.   

 

 

  

Figure 18 the very first 
and second orange alert 
was sent of the month of 
May 2020. The first one 
was for strong winds on 
15th may and the second 
one was for torrential 
rain and thunderstorms 
with possible flooding 
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Figure 19 Significant daily rainfall (mm) chart of 28th and 29th May.  On these two days northern 
atolls received widespread heavy showers 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22 Significant Mean wind chart. Average winds of northern and central atolls were strong on 18th and 22nd May 

 

A total of 182 white alerts, 70 yellow alerts and 2 orange alerts were issued during the month 

of May. 
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Figure 21 (a) (b) Northern atolls flooded on 30th May, Source MNDF Twitter. (c) Satellite picture from 30th May. Source CMAcast 

Figure 20 Severe weather effects on 19th May 2020 (a) Male' City flood response (b) Speedboat accident due to rough 
seas. 



 

 

June 

Month of June began with influence of the extended trough from the well-marked 

low-pressure area, later enhanced to a depression and subsequently to a tropical cyclone 

(NISARGA), over the Lakshadweep area. Due to this system, enhanced convective activities 

were experienced over the northern atolls, which brought good 

amount of rainfall over fairly widespread areas of the northern 

atolls during the first few days of the month. Rainfall recorded for 

consecutive days to most of the Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) 

in the northern atolls.  

Another low-pressure trough formed over the northern atolls from 

5th June onwards that enhanced convective activities over the 

northern and part of central atolls. Deep convection, over the 

country, started developing from 6th June onwards. As a result, 

fairly widespread rainfall was recorded over the country, both on 

6th and 7th June, where on 7th June, concentration of rainfall was 

more over the southern atolls.  

Figure 23 The development of TC Nisarga shown in Thai Met Department weather charts, left to right, Low pressure at 01st 
June 0000Z, Depression at 01st June 0600Z and Tropical Cyclone at 02nd June 1200Z. 

Figure 24 Contour Plot of 
Monthly accumulated rainfall 
(mm) over the country for 
June 2020.  Most rainfall was 
concentrated North and 
South of the country, 



 

Extending trough from the low-pressure system over 

the east-central part Indian peninsular triggered 

convection over the country on the 8th June onwards. 

This trough, that persisted over the Maldives area till 

12th June, brought good amount of rainfall over 

scattered places from 8th to 12th June. 

Southwest monsoon was active over the Central 

Arabian Sea, hence very intense convective clouds 

development was seen over the west of the Maldives. Along with that, the extended trough 

and the low-pressure area over the south of southern atolls gave a combined effect, which 

enhanced convective activities over the country on 13th June. Deep convective cloud clusters 

were concentrated more over the southern atolls.   

On 13th June, all the meteorological (manned and AWS ) stations in the country recorded 

rainfall. Heavy falls were recorded mainly in some parts of central and southern atolls, 

where concentration was high in the southern atolls. Heaviest rainfall for the day was 80 

mm recorded in Addu city, Gan. Yellow alert for torrential rain and thunderstorms, along with 

gusty winds, was issued to the southern atolls on the 13th June.  

Along with the heavy falls, average strong winds sustained in the central atolls on the 13th 

June and maximum gusts of 59 miles per hour was recorded in National Meteorological 

Centre, Hulhule. Due to high winds in the central atolls, some damages were reported in 

Male city on the day. 

The active southwest monsoon continued over the country till 22nd June. Along with that, a 

cyclonic circulation in the southwest of Maldives persisted, which produced deep convection 

over scattered regions of the country. 

Figure 24 FY2G Sattelite image on 06th June 
2000Z 

Figure 25 Synoptic situation over country on 13th June, left to right, FY2G composite satellite imagery 13th June 0530Z CMA 
cast, FY2G IR satellite imagery 13th June 0800Z CMA cast, and Weather chart from Thai Met Dept 13th June 000Z 



 

 Extension of a trough over the Maldives from the low-pressure system over the Indian 

peninsular on the 26th June, triggered deep convection over the north and central atolls. 

Result of these systems gave good amount of rainfall over those areas on the 25th to 27th 

June. 

A total of 38 alerts (30 white and 8 yellow alerts) were issued during the month of June. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

JULY 

Cyclonic circulation was persisting over west-central Arabian seas in the beginning of July 

and shifted northwestwards due to already existing tropical jet became more prominent. 

Additionally, a COL area formed over the Maldives with an offshore trough over northeast 

of the country. Though convection formed over northern and part of central atolls during 1-

4 July, there were only light to moderate showers over the area. Average winds were light 

and variable throughout the country with few gusts on 2nd July. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From 5th to 6th July, wind converging area formed in the west of Maldives 

which then shifted eastward. Associated intense convection resulted 

widespread rain showers over the country on 5th July, with downpour 

of 60mm in Hulhule. Showers continued in central and northern atolls 

on 6 July as well with heavy fall of 52mm in Sh. Kanditheemu. Average 

winds of 13 to 23 miles per hour with moderate to rough seas sustained 

mostly in central atolls between 1300 and 1800 hours of 6th July. 

Thereafter, the trough retreated and thus, rain activities gradually 

decrease from Maldives area. The condition persisted till 9th July.   

In addition to rain 

activity, the first 

half of July 2020 

observed two episodes of severe swell 

wave surges. First episode was from 5th 

to 7th July. Initially abnormal waves hit 

southern atolls mostly Gdh.Thinadhoo 

on 5th July, resulted damages to fishing 

Figure 26 Situation over the country 02nd - 03rd July 2020 (left) FY2G IR imagery 02nd July 1300 local time _ 
CMAcast,(right) Wind forecast 03rd July 0000Z _ MMS model 

Figure 28 Wind (top) and 3hr 
accumulated rainfall (mid) over 
Maldives area on 05th July 2300 
local time _ earth null school 
model. Rough seas observed in 
Hulhule area on 06th July 2020 _ 
PSM news. 

Figure 27 Contour 
Plot of Monthly 
accumulated rainfall 
(mm) over the 
country for July 2020.  
Most rainfall was 
concentrated in the 
North of the country, 



 

boats, other vessels and sea 

transportation were also 

interrupted. On the next day, 

wave surges experienced 

across the country including 

the capital. Severe coastal 

flooding experienced on that 

day include R.Vaadhoo, 

K.Thulusdhoo, K.Dhiffushi, 

AA.Rashdhoo, 

GDh.Thinadhoo. Condition 

also persisted on 7th July in 

some islands. including 

Gdh.Thinadhoo. By then 

Findlater jet was active and 

strong with high swells in the 

area. Additionally, high 

swells were predicted in the 

south Indian Ocean. 

Moreover, the date 

coincided with full moon. 

Condition briefed to public 

through TV channels on 8th 

July.  

Second episode occurred 

between 10th and 12th July, 

where wave surges 

experienced across the 

country. Severe wave strike 

in Addu City during low tide 

hours in the morning. By 

afternoon, waves hit in several islands of southern area. According to NDMA, Addu City, Gdh. 

Nadella, Gdh. Thinadhoo, L. Maavah, L. Kunahandhoo, Tha. Madifushi and AA. Fenfushi 

experienced some damages due to coastal flooding on 10th July. Waves activities also 

occurred in Hdh. Vaikaradhoo, L. Maavah on 11th July and Sh. Noomara, Tha. Madifushi, on 12th 

Figure 29 Winds at 850hPa showing the Findlater jet core over Arabian Sea on 05th 
July (left) and Swell wave model by IMD for 05th July (right) 

Figure 30 Forecasters on local media on 08th July providing information to public 
regarding Swell wave event 

Figure 31 Swell wave inundation from 
05th – 07th July in central and southern 
atolls _ images from local media and 
social media. 



 

July. There were also significant waves from far south Indian Ocean where a low-pressure 

area was persisted.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34 Swell surge impact observed 
at Addu City on 10th July 2020 _ images 
from social media 

Figure 25 Swell surge impact observed at 
Gdh Atoll on 10th and 11th July 2020 
_images from media and Met officials 

Figure 33 Swell waves observed at Hdh 
Vaikaradhoo on 11 July _ image from social 
media 

Figure 32 Swell wave and 
direction forecast for 10 - 11 July 
(left) ECMWF model (right) IMD 
model 



 

Between 10th and 16th July, an off-shore trough persisted over north of Maldives and 

associated convection brought rain with few moderate to heavy showers to northern and 

central atolls, including 55mm in R. Maduvvari on 12th July. Few gusts were also registered 

in the same area including 44 miles per hour in Hulhule on 13th July.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The period from 17th to 19th July, was a significant weather episode with 

fairly widespread rain across the country and strong winds in some 

areas. It was due to enhancement of the persisting trough and southward 

shifting of Findlater jet as well as formation of a low-level circulation 

over southwest of Maldives.  Daily accumulated rainfall of 62, 60 and 

56mm were recorded in Hulhule, K.Guraidhoo and Sh.Kanditheemu 

respectively on 17th July, 62mm on 18th 

July in L.Kadhdhoo. On 19th July rain 

amounts were significantly high in 

many islands and heaviest rainfall of 

132 mm recorded at AWS in 

Fuvahmulah City, followed by 78 mm 

in Addu city Gan. Besides heavy rainfall, strong winds 

with rough seas experienced mostly in central and 

northern atolls. Some island in the area also 

experienced wave surges. Maximum gust wind speed of 

47 miles per hour recorded in Kaadedhdhoo on 18th July 

and Hulhule on 19th July. Severe weather impacts 

reported include flooding in some islands of Addu City 

Figure 36 Surface wind forecast on 08th July 1800Z showing formation of off shore trough 
from south India area (left), Wind forecast at 925hPa showing persisting off shore extending 
over Northern parts of Maldives. 

Figure 37 Funnel cloud 
observed offshore near 
Fuvahmulah City on 16th 
July _ image from 
Social Media 

 

Figure 38 News bulletin issued on 18th July 
forecasting adverse weather, especially 
strong average winds, rough seas and tidal 
surge, for the subsequent 48hrs. 



 

and Fuvahmulah City, damaging of cars in a parking lot of Male’ city, interruption to daily 

activities in Male harbour area due to crashing of huge waves, huge losses caused by a 

commercial vessel stuck in a reef in Thaa Atoll. Apart from that, minor damages caused to 

enclosure of Gan Meteorological office. 

 

 

 

 

 

From 20th to 24th July, two more low level circulations 

developed over the area, one over southeast of Sri Lanka and 

another over southeast Arabian Sea on 21st July. Heaviest 

rainfall during this period was 72 mm recorded in the AWS, 

K. Guraidhoo, and mean winds were 15-25 miles per hour 

most of the time, mostly in the central atolls.  

From 25th July till end of the month, Maldives area remained 

active with persisting trough.heaviest rainfall during this 

period was 54 mm, recorded in Sh. Kanditheemu on 30th July.  

Figure 39 Images showing adverse weather impact and damage from Male’, Thaa atoll & Southern area on 18th and 19th July 2020 

Figure 40 Damage from strong winds to 
instrument enclosure area at S. Gan 
Metrological Office on 18th July 2020 

 



 

Highest maximum temperature during July was  33.4°C recorded in Hulhule and highest 

minimum temperature was 29.0°C recorded in Kadhdhoo... Average winds were strong from 

18th July mostly in the central atolls. Daily highest rainfall was 132.0 millimeters recorded in 

Fuvahmulah City on 19th July. Northern atolls experienced rain throughout the month while 

central and southern atolls experienced rain mostly latter half of the month. Thunderstorms 

activities were less in July. 76 Weather 

alerts including 15 Yellow Alerts were 

issued for heavy rain, thunderstorms, 

average winds, gusts, waves and rough 

sea.  
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Figure 41 Summary of Alerts issued during the month of July 2020 



 

AUGUST 

 

From the start of the August month till 10th of August most part of the 

country experienced some significant weather conditions. First it was 

due to a low-level circulation formed over south of Maldives and 

second was due to low pressure formed over NW of India and its trough 

extended to the northern part of the country. Due to these systems 

widespread rain, some heavy showers with thunderstorms and gusts 

winds were experienced over the country.  

On 5th August heaviest rainfall of 94mm, 88mm, 73mm and 51mm were 

recorded in Koamaafushi AWS, Kaadedhdhoo Met Office, Thinadhoo 

AWS and Kooddoo AWS 

respectively. On 8th August 

heaviest rainfall of 110.7mm, 

109.9mm, 105.4mm and 61.9mm 

was recorded at Funadhoo AWS, 

Hanimaadhoo Met Office, 

Kanditheemu AWS and 

Kulhudhuffushi AWS respectively. 

On 2nd and 9th August maximum 

gust wind speed of 46 mph and 47 mph respectively were  recorded at National Met Centre, 

Hulhule.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42 FY2G IR satellite imagery of 05th Aug 2020 2100hrs LT (left) 06th Aug 
2020 0600hrs LT (mid) and 09th Aug 2020 0500 hrs LT (right), showing dense 
convective clouds over the country. 

Figure 43 Forecast of wind at 925hPa on 06th July shows strong 
Findlater jet in Arabian Sea and subsequent wind over Maldives 
area (left) and Strong upper level divergence area observed over 
Maldives region on 07th August 2020 _IMD models 

Figure 44 Accumulated rainfall forecast 
for 06 - 08 August 2020 _ RIMES model 

Figure 41 Contour Plot of Monthly accumulated rainfall (mm) over the country 
for Aug 2020.  Most rainfall was concentrated in the North and South of the 
country. 



 

 

On 11th of August an anti-cyclonic 

circulation was formed over the southwest of Maldives and its high pressure ridge extended 

over the country which leads to less convective activities over the country and this ridge 

persisted till 24th of August. Rainfall activities are less during this period, however some 

parts of central and southern atolls experienced Swell wave surges during this time. 

 On 25th of August a wind converging area formed 

over Maldives and under its influence intense 

convective clouds formed over southern part of the 

country. Due to this intense convection southern 

atolls experienced Scattered rain, thunderstorms 

and few heavy showers.  

 

Figure 47 Reports of severe weather impact to northern and 
central region islands by local media and by MNDF on 8th and 
9th Aug 2020 

Figure 45 Significant wave period observed at swell wave forecast 
from Japan Met Administration model (left) and INCOIS model 
(right)  for 14th Aug 2020. 

Figure 46 Swell wave surge experienced in Male' on 14th Aug 2020 

Figure 48 Swell wave surge experienced in L. Kunahandhoo 19th Aug 2020 

Figure 49 Rain fall forecast by MMS model for 25th – 27th August 2020 (left), and Rainfall recorded at weather 
stations for 24 hours from 25th Aug 2020 0800hrs. 



 

Heaviest rainfall during this episode was 81.3mm, 

recorded at Kaadedhdhoo Met Office. 

During the month of August 2020, total of 41 Alerts were 

sent, among them 8 were yellow alerts and 33 of them 

were white Alerts. These Alerts were issued for 

expecting heavy rain, thunderstorms, gusts and swell 

surges.  

 

SEPTEMBER 

 

September started with active southwest monsoon. A north-south 

oriented trough was persisting on 1st, along Tamilnadu coast at 0.9 

km above mean sea level. In addition, the near equatorial twin 

circulations (Figure 51) were observed in the far southeast and east 

of Maldives. Hence, intense convective clouds (Figure 52) formed 

due to the trough and the wind confluence from the circulations 

brought fairly widespread rain and heavy showers with a few 

thunderstorms over the country from 1st to 3rd of the month.  

 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, a cyclonic circulation was formed over east central and adjoining southeast 

Arabian Sea on the 4th and the associated trough caused formation of convective clouds over 

Maldives which brought scattered showers on the 4th. The trough extended up to the southern 

atolls on the 5th with strong upper-level divergence over southern and central atolls (Figure 

52). 

Figure 52 IMD wind forecast at 700hPa showing twin near equatorial 
circulations on 01st September (left), and FY2G Cloud imagery of 01st 
September 1000hrs (right) 

Figure 50 Upper-level divergence of 05th 
September 0600Z _ CIMSS 

Figure 51 Contour Plot of Monthly accumulated 
rainfall (mm) over the country for Sept 2020.  
Most rainfall was concentrated in the North 
and parts of southern atolls 



 

As a result, very intensive convective clouds were formed over Maldives and brough fairly 

widespread rain over the country with heavy showers in most places of southern atolls and 

few places of central atolls (Figure 53). This heavy rain was predicted by the weather models 

as well (Figure 54).  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Windy condition prevailed over the 

country on 5th and 6th. Average strong 

winds of 23 – 41 miles per hour had 

sustained in central atolls from 1700hrs 

of 5th till 1800hrs of 6th, with maximum 

winds of between 48 - 60 miles per 

hour from 2000hrs of 5th till 0500hrs of 

6th.the highest maximum wind speed 

recorded  for the month was 62 miles 

per hour in Baa. Dharavandhu. Gan 

Figure 53 Daily accumulated rainfall exceeding 50mm between 01st and 05th September 2020 

Figure 54 Rainfall model forecasts for 05th September 2020 by RIMES 

Figure 55 Damage due to bad weather in Northern atolls on 5th and 
6th September 2020 _ Mihaaru Online news 



 

Meteorological Office had sustained average wind of between 23 – 28 miles per hour from 

2000hrs on 5th till 0300hrs of the following day.  The windy condition of 5th and 6th caused lots 

of damages to households and buildings of some islands in all three regions (Figure 55). An 

orange Alert was also issued on 6th for average strong winds and gusts. 

Later, this Cyclonic circulation over southeast Arabian Sea developed in to a Low pressure 

area (LOPAR) on the 6th but did not bring any significant weather over Maldives. Hence, it 

weakened over the same region during the next day. Thereafter, the week that followed 

brought isolated showers and some fine days with only few showers.  

A low-pressure area over west central Bay of 

Bengal formed on the 13th intensified in to a 

well-marked LOPAR with its associated 

trough tilting southwestwards and it had 

extended to lay over northern and central 

atolls of Maldives (Figure 56). Due to this 

system, scattered rain was experienced in 

central and northern atolls with some few 

heavy showers in central atolls from 15th to 

18th. Heaviest rainfall of 52 millimetres on 15th 

and 58 millimetres on 17th was recorded at the 

AWS in M. Muli and F. Nilandhoo respectively. 

Severe weather continued over 

Maldives area till 27th. A low-pressure area 

was formed over northeast Bay of Bengal with 

its associated trough reaching up to Maldives 

area. As a result, there was strong upper-

level divergence (Figure 57) and deep 

convection over the area which led to the 

formation of intense convective clouds over 

Maldives, mostly over northern and central 

atolls. Hence, fairly widespread rain occurred 

in northern and central atolls and scattered rain in southern atolls with isolated heavy 

showers in northern and southern atolls. Heaviest rainfall during this episode was 67.5 mm 

recorded on 21st at the Kolamaafushi AWS.  

Figure 56 Weather analysis chart of 15th September 2020 
0000Z by Thai Met Dept. 

Figure 57 Strong upper-level divergence over Maldives area 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additionally, very windy condition 

prevailed in northern atolls on 21st 

with the northwestward’s 

movement of the trough. Many 

AWS in northern region recorded 

maximum gust winds of more than 

40 miles per hour (Figure 59) and 

some stations on 22nd as well. 

During the last week of 

September only few places of northern and southern atolls had experienced moderate 

showers during a day or two. Whereas apart from few showers in some days it was mainly 

fine in central atolls that week. 

In September 2020, 2 Orange Alerts, 7 yellow alerts and 39 white alerts were issued.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 58 24 hour accumulated rain fall from 21st September 2020 0800hrs. 

Figure 59 Maximum gust winds recorded on 21st and 22nd September 2020 



 

OCTOBER 

 

At the beginning of October, southern part of the country experienced 

heavy rains and strong winds. A cyclonic circulation formed over the 

West Central Bay of Bengal area lasted for few days and thereafter 

this system intensified into a low-pressure area over the same region. 

The cross-equatorial flow was moderate over Maldives area and the 

winds enhanced over the country, when the Low-pressure area over 

the Bay of the Bay of Bengal move towards Odisha (India) coast. The 

Wind converging area developed over the Maldives area and 

convective activities were 

more over the southern 

parts of the country. As a result, heavy downpours were experienced mostly over the 

southern areas during the first week of October, hence 72 and 54mm of rainfall was observed 

in Kooddoo and Kolamaafushi AWS, respectively, on 02nd October.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 61 Convective cloud development observed from FY2G cloud imagery on 02nd Oct 0800hrs (left) and subsequent 
development on 03rd Oct 0800hrs (right). 12-hour Rainfall forecast for 03rd October by RIMES (mid). 

Figure 62 Flood due to heavy rain on 
03rd - 04th Sept 2020 in Th. 
Thimarafushi 

Figure 60 Contour Plot of Monthly accumulated rainfall (mm) over the country for 
Oct 2020.  Most rainfall was concentrated in the central and parts of southern atolls. 



 

Another low-pressure area formed over the East central Arabian Sea on 2nd October. The 

low-pressure area over the Bay of Bengal and East central Arabian Sea persisted for 3 days 

and the wind convergence became strong over the country. Squally showers were 

experienced over southern atolls on 3rd October with heavy rainfall of 82mm,70mm, and 

55mm recorded in Kadhdhoo, Gemanafushi and Maavah AWS, respectively.   

A well-marked low-pressure area developed over west central Bay of Bengal on 20th 

October and moved westwards. On 23rd October this system lies over west central Bay of 

Bengal and its associated trough extended over Maldives area. Another low-level circulation 

also formed in the south east of Addu City; thus, this created wind convergence over the 

central areas. Due to low level wind convergence intense convective clouds formed over the 

central atolls on 22nd and 23rd October. On 22nd October, heavy down pour was reported in 

K. Dhiffushi measuring 79 mm of rain fall in 24hrs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A total of 36 alerts (30 white and 06 yellow) were issued during October 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 63 FY2G cloud imagery on 23rd October 2020 0800hrs (left) and Wind forecast model for 23rd 
October by IMD (right) 



 

NOVEMBER 

 

The month of November is considered to be a transitional month between 

SW and NE monsoon as well as a month of post cyclone season. Prominent 

synoptic features of the month of November includes an intense 

convergence area which had persisted over southern atolls, a low-level 

circulation which had formed east of Maldives which persisted while 

intensifying and crossing over the country emerging to East Arabian Sea 

to a full-fledged Low-pressure Area and a Low-pressure area which had 

formed over southwest Bay of Bengal which had intensified to Cyclone 

“NIVAR”  

The month started off with a cyclonic 

circulation over south east Arabian sea off the 

coast of Kerala along with another cyclonic 

circulation south of Addu atoll. Thus, forming a 

wind convergence area over the country 

affecting southern atolls more so than other 

regions. Heavy showers were recorded over 

southern atolls with a significant rainfall of 

100.5mm at Gn. Fuvahmulah on 2nd, which was 

the highest rainfall recorded for the month of 

November. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 65 Dual circulations observed north and south of 
Maldives, creating an area of convergence over the 
country during the start of November 2020. 
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Figure 66 Significant rainfall recorded on 01st and 02nd November 2020 

Figure 64 Contour Plot of Monthly accumulated rainfall (mm) 
over the country for Oct 2020.  Most rainfall was concentrated 
in the central and parts of southern atolls. 



 

This situation maintained for a couple days until 7th November. The circulation south of Addu 

atoll had a southwest ward track while gaining momentum with the aid of the ITCZ which was 

in effect then. The circulation over northeast of Maldives off the coast of Srilanka had moved 

closer to the country towards Lakshadweep area. Heavy downpours were recorded over 

northern atolls during this period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A cyclonic circulation had formed over southwest Bay of Bengal which was intensifying at a 

rapid rate and its trough was the main synoptic feature over the country for the period from 

10th till 14th while the above-mentioned circulation over southern hemisphere had gained 

much more momentum and intensified to a deep depression and was heading towards Diego 

Garcia away from Maldives. At around 15th November a new circulation has developed over 

east of Maldives under the influence of the trough extending from the circulation over 

southwest Bay of Bengal. This circulation was a prominent feature as this had maintained for 

several days while crossing the country at around 18th and emerging to Arabian sea as a low 

pressure and then as a deep depression subsequently around 22nd November, ultimately 

this deep depression gained more momentum ad intensified to cyclone “GATI” around 23rd 
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November, which had a west ward track away from Maldives and its effect diminished over 

the country. 

Meanwhile a fresh low-pressure 

system was brewing over Bay of 

Bengal with the potential of becoming 

a cyclonic storm around 21st November. 

This system became well marked had 

attained the stage of deep depression 

with a west ward track towards Sri 

Lanka on 23rd. With a rapid 

intensification this deep depression 

intensified into cyclone “NIVAR” on 24th 

which had not affected Maldives due to 

its weak trough blocking from high terrain over Sri Lanka extending over Maldives. 

Cyclone “NIVAR: which had a westward track mostly crossed Tamilnadu coast on 26th 

November as a Severe Cyclonic storm and had a more northwest track towards north east 

Indian subcontinent after that which then diminished any indirect effect of this system. 

The reminder of the of energy over Bay of Bengal since cyclone 

“NIVAR” had birthed a new Low-pressure system at around 29th 

November which had almost the same west ward track from 

southwest Bay of Bengal towards Sri Lankan coast. This system 

had also the potential of becoming a cyclonic storm which would 

be named “BUREVI” incidentally had more impact than the 

previous cyclone.  

Figure 70 Male city flooded Source: MNDF twitter (left), weather chart of a circulation east of Maldives by Thai Met Dept (mid) and 
FY2G Satellite image over Maldives on 17th Nov, CMAcast (right) 

Figure 71 Wind forecast by IMD (left) and Weather chart by Thai Met 
Dept (right) for 25th Nov 2020 showing Cyclone Nivar off the east 
coast of India 

Figure 72 Fishermen advisory by 
Indian Met Department 



 

A total of 65 weather alerts were issued during November 2020, comprising of 11 Yellow alerts and 54 

white alerts. 

 

DECEMBER 

 

The cyclonic system intensified to a Tropical 

Cyclonic Storm dubbed “BUREVI” on 1st 

December 2020. “BUREVI” (Figure 73 top), 

meaning Black Mangrove, was among the first 

Maldivian names in the new regional Tropical 

Cyclone name list. On 3rd December 2020, TC 

BUREVI crossed 80º degree east longitude, 

and entered into the area of interest 

mentioned in Alert and Warning Criteria. This 

triggered the first ever Alert White for Tropical 

Cyclone issued by MMS (Figure 73 bottom). 

After crossing over Northern Sri Lanka, the 

system layed stationary in Gulf of Manar. 

Unlike initially expected, the system 

weakened to a Deep Depression during hourly 

hours of 04th December and deteriorated 

gradually over Gulf of Manar to a low-

pressure area by 06th December 2020, 

without emerging into the Comorin area. At 

the same time, a second cyclonic system was 

growing far south east of the country in the 

southern hemisphere. This system developed 

into a Tropical cyclonic storm “BONGOYO” on 

07th December with further intensification 

and continued it track south westwards.   

Due to the combined effect of both these 

systems, strong wind confluence was 

experienced in parts of central and southern 

atolls.   

Figure 73 News Bulletin publicizing the information on the 
formation of Tropical Cyclone BUREVI on 01st Dec 2020 (top), 
and the First Ever Tropical Cyclone White Alert issued as TC 
BUREVI crossed 80 deg east on 03rd Dec 2020 (bottom). 



 

In addition to moderate to heavy 

showers across the country during 

the movement of the two systems on 

either side of the country, most 

notably, on 4th December 2020, 

average strong winds of 15 – 25 mph 

sustained in southern most atolls 

with maximum gust of 48 mph and 41 

mph measured at Fuvahmulah City 

AWS and Gan Met Office, respectively. 

During the process of weakening and dissipation of both systems, 

majority of the Maldives area was primarily dominated by the 

resultant COL region. 

The rest of the month observed weak yet persisting circulations 

in southwest Bay of Bengal and Comorin area, which resulted in 

convective activity in Maldives region. Particularly 20th to 23rd 

December 2020 observed significant rainfall over central and 

some parts of south-central atolls (Figure 74).  

Weak to moderate easterly wind flow was observable over 

northern atolls, and extending to central atolls at times, after 

about first week of December 2020. However westerly flow 

persisted over southern atolls throughout the month. 

North east monsoon was declared 22nd December 2020 over 

northern atolls. 

A total of 28 Alerts (27 White Alerts and 01 Yellow Alert) were issued during December 2020 

 

This concludes this report.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 75 Contour Plot of Monthly 
accumulated rainfall (mm) over 
the country for Dec 2020.  Most 
rainfall was concentrated in the 
north – central atolls, extending till 
Laamu atoll. 

Figure 74 Accumulated rainfall for 21 – 22 December 2020, where intense 
rainfall activity was observed in the central atolls.  



 

Annex 1 

Table below shows the monthly distribution of weather alerts issued in year 2020 and their 
categories.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Orange 2 2

Yellow 2 1 6 70 8 15 8 7 6 11 1

White 19 23 2 32 182 30 61 33 39 30 54 27
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Annex 2: Monthly Wind rose for North (Hanimaadhoo Met Office), Central (National Met 
Center, Hulhule’) and South (Gan Met Office). 
 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Annex 3: Monthly Temperature distribution for North (Hanimaadhoo Met Office), Central 
(National Met Center, Hulhule’) and South (Gan Met Office). 
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